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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS 
 
1 first person 
2 second person 
3 third person 
AGT agent 
ALL allative 
APPL applicative 
ASP aspect 
COMP complementiser 
CONT continuous 
CONTR contrastive 
DAT dative 
DEF definite 
DIR directional 
DISTR distributive 
DUR durative 
EXC exclusive 
FUT future 
GEN genitive 
HAB habitual 
INAN inanimate 
INCORP incorporated postposition 
IPFV imperfective 
LINK linking particle 
LOC  locative 
NEG negative 
NFIN non-finite 
NP noun phrase 
NSG non-singular 
OBJ object 
PL plural 
POSS possessive 
POSP postposition 
POT potential 
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PP postpositional phrase 
PROG progressive 
PERF perfect 
PFV perfective 
PRS present 
REAL realis 
REDUP reduplication 
SBJ subject 
SEQ sequential 
SG singular 
TOP topic     
UND undergoer 
V verb 
VP  verb phrase 
VIS visible 
 
verb serial verbs are underlined 
THEME thematic roles are in small capitals 
[clause] sentential elements that require attention are in square brackets 
⟵  arrows indicate the introduction and role-marking of an NP by a (de-)verb 
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ABSTRACT 
The concatenation of fully lexical verbs within a predicate, or verb serialisation, is prevalent in all Alor-
Pantar languages (Klamer 2014: 27-9). This study provides a comparative overview of this 
serialisation in two parts: (i) it describes the functions that may be carried out by Alor-Pantar serial 
verbs and (ii) it investigates the function and grammaticalisation of participant-introducing verbs.  
     The functions carried out by Alor-Pantar serial verbs were compared to Aikhenvald’s (2006) 
function hierarchy. It was found that Alor-Pantar serial verbs do not fit Aikhenvald’s hierarchy 
particularly well, as it shows numerous breaches. Furthermore, it was found that stages of 
grammaticalisation exclude verbs from being classified as serial verbs, which would otherwise fit the 
hierarchy well. It was also found that the hierarchy is non-exhaustive, as Alor-Pantar serial verbs 
show myriad other functions. 
     Verbs that serve to introduce clausal participants, as noted by (Schapper 2014a: 15), are prone to 
grammaticalisation. The second part of this study provides an overview of these verbs, with a focus 
on their degree and direction of grammaticalisation as well as the kinds of clausal participants they 
may introduce. It was found that the degree of grammaticalisation varies greatly both within and 
across languages, and that grammaticalisation occurs in two directions, resulting in the formation of 
postpositions with a nominal complement and the formation of VP-incorporated postpositions and 
applicatives. It was also found that VP-internal postpositions have different functions from 
postpositions heading their own PP, and that these functions tend to become more idiosyncratic in 
time.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is an investigation into asymmetrical Alor-Pantar verb serialisation and aims to provide a 
comparative overview of the functions that serialised verbs may carry out, as well as the behaviour 
of verbs with respect to grammaticalisation and the introduction and role-marking of clausal 
participants.  
     The Alor-Pantar languages comprise a Papuan language family of around 20 languages spoken on 
the islands of Alor and Pantar in the Lesser Sundas of Southeast Indonesia. Together with five Papuan 
languages spoken on Timor and Kisar, they comprise the Timor-Alor-Pantar language family (see 
Klamer 2014). 1 As in most Papuan language families (Foley 1986: 113-5; 2000: 385-6), verb 
serialisation is prevalent in all Alor-Pantar languages. In addition, a great number of these verbs, in 
particular the ones that introduce clausal participants, show a varying degree of grammaticalisation. 
As Schapper (2014a: 15) notes: “The distinction between postpositions and participant-adding serial 
verbs is often not well-articulated in Timor-Alor-Pantar languages, and the array of variation of the 
languages provides fascinating material for the grammaticalisation cline between verb and 
postposition.” No major overview of Alor-Pantar serial verb constructions (henceforth SVCs) exists to 
date. This study, then, is an investigation into (i) the functions Alor-Pantar SVCs may carry out, and 
(ii) how serialised verbs with one of these functions, the introduction of participants into a clause, 
tend to grammaticalise and role-mark participants. The following questions are central in this paper: 
 
-Which functions may Alor-Pantar SVCs carry out? 
-How well do these functions fit Aikhenvald’s (2006) function hierarchy?   
-What stages of grammaticalisation do we find de-verbs in? Do these differ in their function? 
-What directions do de-verbs grammaticalise in? 
-Are certain items more prone to grammaticalisation than others? 
-Are there any participant-introducing cognates that persist throughout the sample? 
-Which thematic roles may be introduced by (de-)verbs? 
 
The goals of this paper are as follows: firstly, it compares the combined functions carried out by Alor-
Pantar SVCs to Aikhenvald’s (2006) function hierarchy. It thereby investigates to what extent it works 
for Alor-Pantar languages and whether it is commensurable with certain stages of verbal 
grammaticalisation. It also investigates whether this hierarchy is exhaustive in containing all and only 
the functions expressed by Alor-Pantar SVCs.  
     Secondly, it aims to find out what participant-introducing verbs grammaticalise into, whether 
                                                          
1 The term Papuan here is meant to refer to non-Austronesian languages in an otherwise Austronesian region (Foley 1986: 1; 2000: 357). 
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certain types of verbs are more prone to grammaticalisation than others, and whether certain 
cognates persist throughout the family. Furthermore, it serves as a primary global introduction to the 
grammaticalisation cline from fully lexical verb to grammatical affix in Alor-Pantar languages, in 
which the grammaticalisation path and functional development of a number of cognates is traced.  
     This introductory chapter is organised as follows: in Section 1.1 I provide a definition of SVCs as 
based on the literature available and introduce the notion of symmetry, in Section 1.2 I discuss the 
functions that may be carried out by SVCs as proposed by Aikhenvald (2006) and Section 1.3 is 
devoted to a discussion of the grammaticalisation of verbs that introduce participants into a clause.   
 
1.1 What are SVCs? 2 
SVCs can be defined as sequences of verbs, sharing at least one argument, that act together as a 
single predicate without any marker of syntactic dependency and which share tense, aspect, mood 
and polarity (Aikhenvald 2006: 1, 8-10; Foley & Olson 1985: 22-5). They occur to some extent in 
around 30% of the world’s languages (Dixon 2006: 338-9). There is no absolute consensus about 
what constitutes an SVC cross-linguistically (Lord 1992: 1, passim; Zwicky 1990: 13) and means of 
distinguishing them from non-serialising constructions differ from language to language (Aikhenvald 
2006: 4-20), partly because what defines a verb also differs cross-linguistically. 
     For Alor-Pantar languages, SVCs are defined as “[...] two or more verbs that occur together in a 
single clause under a single intonation contour [which share] minimally one argument [which is] 
expressed maximally once” (Klamer 2014: 27).3 Alor-Pantar verbs, in turn, are defined as free words 
that can be the head of a predicate and may take a TAM-marker (Fedden & Brown 2012). Example (1) 
from Kamang contains an instance of verb serialisation, the verbs in question being underlined. It 
contains a subject baal ‘ball’ and a sequence of two verbs, sita ‘bounce’ and te ‘go up’. These two 
verbs share their only argument, which is the subject of the clause. 
 
Kamang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia)  
(1)  baal  sita te  
  ball bounce go.up  
  ‘The ball bounces up’      (Schapper 2014b: 347)  
 
                                                          
2 Previous works on SVCs include: Foley & Olson 1985 for a theoretical view; Sebba 1987 for a typological study and Seuren 1990 for a 
discussion; Aikhenvald & Dixon 2006 for a typological study and a theoretical framework; Senft 2008 for Austronesian and Papuan SVCs. 
3 According to Haspelmath (n.d.: 15-6), cross-linguistically speaking, the utterance of concatenations of verbs under a single intonation 
contour is typical of SVCs, but not a defining criterion, since no construction would be included or excluded solely based on prosody. 
Furthermore, whereas SVCs are expressing one event or a series of simultaneous, successive or otherwise tightly intertwined events 
(Aikhenvald 2006: 10-2; Lord 1974: 196-7; 1993: 2), he notes that this is not a viable criterion since there is no objective way of determining 
what exactly constitutes an event. These characteristics are, however, defining criteria in Alor-Pantar languages. 
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The verbs comprising an SVC could, in principle, act as an independent predicate in a non-serialising 
construction. This means that both verbs in (1), sita and te, could act as independent predicates in 
non-serialising constructions. SVCs are thus to be distinguished from other multi-verb constructions 
where one verb is dependent on another, such as auxiliary constructions, or where one verb is the 
argument of another, such as verbal complement constructions (Haspelmath n.d.: 6f.).   
     As noted, SVCs also share TAM and polarity as single predicates do. This is shown in (2), where the 
perfective marker -ma has scope over both the verbs ma ‘take’ and maung ‘make hole, poke’.  
 
Kamang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia)  
(2) nai isei maa kii me maung-ma 
  1SG game edible palm.rib take make.hole-PFV 
  ‘I poked the meat with a palm rib’     (Schapper 2014b: 341)  
 
The fact that SVCs are concatenations of predicates acting as one necessarily makes them 
monoclausal. This monoclausality implies that no formal marking of dependency or linkage between 
the verbs may be present (Payne 1997: 308; Dixon 2006: 339). The difference between an SVC, i.e. 
without any marking of dependency or linkage, and a non-serialising coordinated construction is 
exemplified in (3) and (4) from Adang; example (3) contains a construction where two predicates, 
dɔpaŋ puin ‘hold stick’ and bel bɛh ‘hit dogs’ are adjacent. In (4), however, these predicates, captured 
between square brackets, are conjoined by the coordination marker ɛ ‘and’. This renders (3) an SVC 
and (4) a coordinated construction.  
 
Adang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia)  
(3) Heri  maʔ  dɔpaŋ  puin  bel  bɛh 
  Heri  possible  stick  hold  dog  hit 
  ‘Perhaps Heri hit dogs with sticks’    (Haan 2001: 344, 347) 
 
Adang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia)  
(4)  heri  maʔ  [dɔpaŋ  puin]  ɛ  [bel  bɛh] 
  Heri  possible  stick  hold  and  dog  hit 
  ‘Perhaps Heri held sticks and hit dogs’    (Haan 2001: 344, 347) 
 
An important typological parameter, the symmetry of the respective serialised verbs (i.e. whether 
one verb can be construed as a head or a dependent), lies at the heart of this thesis and divides SVCs 
into two types: symmetrical SVCs, in which two open-class verbs are concatenated, neither of which 
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is the formal or semantic head, and asymmetrical SVCs, in which one of the verbs modifies the other. 
Symmetrical SVCs tend towards lexicalisation and idiomaticisation, whereas asymmetrical SVCs tend 
towards grammaticalisation. As mentioned, this study is concerned with asymmetrical SVCs only. 
     Symmetrical SVCs consist of two verbs from an open class, neither of which is the head of the VP. 
Typically, they express sequences of actions, the order of which is iconically (i.e. chronologically) 
reflected in the order of the verbs (Durie 1997: 331-4). An example of a symmetrical SVC is given in 
(5) from Western Pantar, containing two verbs, hailang ‘crawl’ and ti’ang ‘stand’. In representing a 
sequence of actions, neither of these verbs modifies the other, so neither can be said to represent to 
the syntactic or semantic head.  
 
Western Pantar (Alor-Pantar: Pantar, Indonesia)  
(5) yabbe  gang  hailang  ti'ang 
  dog  3SG.AGT  crawl  stand 
  'The dog crawled (out) and stood up'    (Holton 2014: 81)  
 
Besides sequential action, a symmetrical SVC can also denote simultaneity of actions. That is, two or 
more actions, as denoted by the string of verbs, are performed at the same time. In these 
constructions, the order of verbs is also usually free. Furthermore, their order does not depend on 
any real-life sequence of actions, so their order is always iconic. 
     Asymmetrical SVCs, on the other hand, consist of a verb from a restricted class, called the minor 
member, and a verb from an unrestricted class, called the major member. The minor member serves 
to modify the major member through the expression of notions like direction, aspect and the 
introduction of NPs. Examples of asymmetrical SVCs are given below; in (6) the V2 fe ‘go down’ 
modifies the V1 duuh ‘squat’ in adding downward direction. In (7) the V2 ko ‘stay’ modifies the V1 
limei ‘read’ in marking it for progressive aspect (am reading).  
 
Kamang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia)  
(6) nal duuh fe 
  1SG squat go.down 
  ‘I squat down’       (Schapper 2014b: 348)  
 
Sawila (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia)  
(7) nannu  buku  limei  na-ko 
  1SG  book  read  1SG-stay 
  ‘I am reading a book’     (Kratochvíl 2014: 435) 
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In contrast to symmetrical SVCs, the order of verbs is most often fixed in asymmetrical SVCs, i.e. the 
minor member either follows or precedes the major member in all SVCs in a language. This makes 
sense, since it is well known that languages usually maintain a certain order of head and dependent. 
The modification of one verb by another also exemplifies why one of either verb is found in a more 
restricted class; notions like aspect (e.g. ‘finish’, ‘stay’) or direction (e.g. ‘go up, ‘ascend’) have a 
limited number of categories and parameters, so the lexical inventory used to express them is 
necessarily limited as well. 
 
1.2 SVC functions 
Towards the end of the previous section, the notion of asymmetry was discussed. In exemplifying 
asymmetry, I gave an example of an SVC adding direction in (6) and an SVC adding aspect in (7). 
These are two of the functions of serialisation as discussed by Aikhenvald (2006). In her theoretical 
framework, she proposes a hierarchy of functions that may be carried out by SVCs, as displayed 
below in Figure (1).       
 
This hierarchy should be read as follows: if a serialising language displays an SVC type somewhere on 
this cline of likelihood of occurrence, it is likely to also display every type on its left. Thus, if a 
particular language can introduce participants into a clause through verb serialisation, it will probably 
also express modality, aspect and directionality through serialisation. Note that Aikhenvald proposes 
these implications as statistical rather than universal. Any breach in the hierarchy found in this study 
should therefore not be interpreted as a disproval, but rather as a contribution to the study of its 
applicability. During the remainder of this section, I exemplify these functions. 
     Directional serialisation, type 1a, always includes motion verbs such as ‘ascend’ and ‘arrive’. 
Example (8) is a directional SVC from Kamang, where the V2 te ‘go up’ adds upward direction to the 
V1 sita ‘bounce’. 
          
Kamang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia) 
(8)  baal  sita te  
  ball bounce go.up  
  ‘The ball bounces up’      (Schapper 2014b: 347)  
1a. DIRECTION   ⊃   2. MODALITY   ⊃   3. +PARTICIPANT   ⊃   4. COMPARATIVES   ⊃   5. COMPLEMENTATION   ⊃   6. -PARTICIPANT 
             ∩  
    1b. ASPECT 
 Figure (1): function hierarchy, based on Aikhenvald (2006: 48-50) 
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Type 1b serialisation involves the marking of aspect (including extent or change of state) and often 
includes posture verbs such as ‘stand’ or ‘lie’. Example (9) includes an example of aspectual 
serialisation, where the V2 ko ‘stay’ marks the V1 limei ‘read’ for progressive aspect.  
 
Sawila (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia) 
(9) nannu  buku  limei  na-ko 
  1SG  book  read  1SG-stay 
  ‘I am reading a book’     (Kratochvíl 2014: 435) 
 
Aspectual serialisation may also involve expressing extent or change of state. In (10) the V2 lai ‘finish’ 
marks the V1 inali ‘be clean’ for completive aspect and implies the degree of cleanliness. In (11) the 
V2 dooka ‘stand’ marks the predicate yang gapi ‘make it going’ for inchoative, implying a change of 
state.  
 
Wersing (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia) 
(10) ken badu ba inali lai 
  cloth shirt DEF be.clean finish 
  ‘The clothes are completely clean’    (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 493) 
 
Sawila (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia) 
(11)  gannu yang ga-pi dooka 
  3 NFIN.go 3-make stand 
  ‘He is about to leave’ (lit. he stands making it going)   (Kratochvíl 2014: 435) 
 
Participant-introducing SVCs serve to introduce additional participants into a clause, marking them 
for a variety of roles, such as THEMES, INSTRUMENTS, LOCATIONS, ALLATIVES and ABLATIVES. A few examples 
are given below. In (12) the V1 puin ‘hold’ introduces the NP dir ‘knife’ and marks it for INSTRUMENT. In 
(13) the V1 -ra ‘be with’ takes a pronominal complement and marks it for COMITATIVE. In (14) from 
Teiwa the locational verb me’ ‘be in’ introduces the NP maran ‘hut’ and marks it for LOCATION.  
 
Adang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia) 
(12)  rin  dir  puin  ab  tatɔʔ 
  Rin knife hold fish chop 
  ‘Rin chopped fish with a knife’     (Haan 2001: 370)  
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Adang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia) 
(13)  adi ni-ra  mih 
  Adi  1PL.EXC-be.with sit 
  ‘Adi stayed with us’      (Haan 2001: 375)  
 
Teiwa (Alor-Pantar: Pantar, Indonesia) 
(14)  iman ta wa maran me’-en.. 
  they TOP go hut be.in-REAL 
  ‘They went to stay in the hut..’     (Klamer 2010: 322) 
 
Comparatives and superlatives are often expressed by verbs like ‘exceed’ and ‘surpass’ (Aikhenvald 
2006: 49). In Adang a locational verb mi ‘be in’ is used to form comparatives, as seen in (15) where it 
serves as a comparative marker for the V2 habu ‘be large’. 
 
Adang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia)  
(15)  ne  na-fɛl mi habu 
  1SG.POSS.CONTR 1SG-ear be.in be.large 
  ‘My ears are larger’     (Robinson & Haan 2014: 246)  
 
Serialisation as a complementation strategy is rare and mainly occurs in Southeast Asia and Oceania 
(Aikhenvald 2006: 49). No instances of this kind were found in Alor-Pantar languages. In the example 
below from Ambae, the verb vo ‘say’ serves as a quotation marker to introduce the quotative 
complement mese. 
 
Ambae (Austronesian (Oceanic): Vanuatu)  
(16)  no-mo  maraga no-mo  veve  lawe-a no-vo ‘mese!’ 
  1SG-REAL get.up 1SG-REAL tell DAT-3SG 1SG-say do.not 
  ‘Then I got up and said to him ‘don’t!’’    (Hyslop 2001: 299)  
 
The rarest form of asymmetric serialisation involves valence-decreasing verbs. Like complementation 
serialisation, this type of SVC is absent from Alor-Pantar languages. Below is an example from 
Kristang, where the verb toka ‘touch’ serves as a passive marker. Accordingly, the patient aké pesi 
‘that fish’ is expressed as the subject, and the agent gatu is optionally expressed as an oblique. 
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Kristang (Creole: Malaysia)  
(17)  aké  pesi  ja  toka  kumí  (di             gatu) 
  that  fish  PERF touch eat ALL       cat 
  ‘That fish got eaten by the cat’     (Baxter 1988: 211) 
 
1.3 Grammaticalisation and participant-marking 
In the last section it was mentioned that minor members of asymmetrical SVCs tend towards 
grammaticalisation. This section discusses this grammaticalisation. It focuses on adposition-like 
verbs, i.e. minor members in participant-introducing SVCs, as these show a strongly varying degree of 
grammaticalisation in Alor-Pantar languages, and in multiple directions. That is, verbs introducing 
participants tend to grammaticalise into postpositions that may either be incorporated into the VP 
on their right, or they may form a PP with the noun on their left. 
     Grammaticalisation is defined here as a process whereby a lexical item becomes more 
grammatical (Croft 2003: 253f.). That is, a lexical item such as a noun or verb gradually gets re-
analysed into a grammatical marker. This re-analysing process is known as bleaching; the lexical 
semantic content of a word gradually bleaches down to a wholly morphosyntactic one (Velupillai 
2013: 386-9; Givón 1979: ch. 5). Minor members of asymmetrical SVCs often undergo this process, 
i.e. their semantic content is gradually bleached down to a grammatical, rather than a lexical 
function. Repeated use of a bleached element usually goes hand in hand with phonological 
reduction, leading to cliticisation, and, ultimately, morphological dependency (Bybee 2003, 2006; 
Croft 2003: 253-64) 
     Because these processes are gradual, we might speak of a continuum between fully independent 
lexical items on the one hand, and morphologically dependent grammatical items on the other hand. 
In Gleason’s words, “there is a gradation from purely syntactic markers to fully lexical items” 
(Gleason 1961: 156). To capture this gradation, Hopper & Traugott (2003) propose the following cline 
from a fully independent lexeme to a fully dependent morphosyntactic marker, where > implies that 
what occurs to its left becomes what occurs to its right, e.g. a grammatical item becomes a clitic.   
 
Looking at verbs specifically, we can say that they are, in their least grammaticalised form, lexemes 
that denote an event, action or process; losing this semantic specificity, a verb may undergo 
                               bleaching                                                                        reduction                              further reduction  
CONTENT ITEM              >              GRAMMATICAL ITEM              >              CLITIC              >                 AFFIX  
 
Figure (2): grammaticalisation cline for lexemes, from Hopper & Traugott (2003: 7). Superscript mine. 
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reduction and lose its distributional and behavioural characteristics. Thus, we might speak of 
grammaticalisation of minor members as a diachronic stage in which SVCs lose their identity as verbs. 
Lord (1993), in an elaborate study of the grammaticalisation of West-African SVCs, proposes the 
following grammaticalisation paths for verbs as most often occurring: (i) verbs becoming adpositions, 
(ii) verbs becoming auxiliaries, (iii) verbs becoming complementisers and (iv) verbs becoming 
adverbs. This yields the following verb-specific verbal grammaticalisation cline: 
 
This cline should be read as follows: a fully lexical verb enters a defective stage, after which it may 
become an adposition, auxiliary, complementiser, or adverb. It may then, through a stage of 
cliticisation, become a certain type of affix, depending on what it became after its defective stage 
and what it affixes onto (an auxiliary fusing with a main verb becoming a bound TAM-marker, a 
THEME marking postposition becoming a case marker, etc.). 
     The participant-introducing part of this study is chiefly concerned with the cline between verbs 
and adpositions, and what these affix onto. For Alor-Pantar languages, I propose the following cline 
based on the available data: 
 
 
Figure (4): grammaticalisation cline for Alor-Pantar participant-introducing verbs  
 
This cline should be read as follows. A participant-introducing element typically starts out as a fully 
lexical verb. It may then enter a defective stage in which it loses its verbal properties. It is then either 
incorporated into the VP of the head verb, or it becomes a postposition. Incorporated postpositions 
may phonologically fuse with their head verb and become an applicative, while postpositions may 
fuse with their nominal complement and become a bound postposition. This cline is exemplified in 
                                bleaching                                       further bleaching                                    reduction                         further reduction  
FULL VERB             >             DEFECTIVE VERB            >       ADPOSITION        >               CLITIC            >            AFFIX 
                                                                                    AUXILIARY             
      COMPLEMENTISER 
      ADVERB 
Figure (3): verbal grammaticalisation cline 
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detail below. 
     To start off, this is the structure of SVCs in Alor-Pantar languages in which participants are 
introduced into a clause, where the V1 is the object of grammaticalisation:  
 
[NP V1] VP [(NP) V2] VP 
 
In this template, the first NP is the complement of the V1 and the second NP is the complement of 
V2. When V2 is intransitive it has no complement, hence the NP in brackets. A sentence that 
exemplifies this template is given in (19), where kii ‘palm rib’ is the complement of me ‘take’ and ab 
‘fish’ and the major member, the V2 maung ‘make hole, poke’ is intransitive. As mentioned, it is the 
minor member that tends to grammaticalise in asymmetrical SVCs, in this case me ‘take’. 
 
Kamang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia) 
(19) nai isei maa [kii] NP [me] V1 [maung] V2-ma 
  1SG game edible palm.rib take make.hole-PFV 
  ‘I poked the meat with a palm rib’     (Schapper 2014b: 341) 
 
As the cline shows, an Alor-Pantar participant-introducing element typically starts out as a fully 
lexical verb. What characterises a verb differs from language to language, but in Alor-Pantar 
languages they are usually items that (i) are free words, (ii) can be the head of a predicate and (iii) 
take some form of TAM-marking (Fedden & Brown 2012).4 An example of a full verb from Adang is 
given in (20), where med ‘take’ is a free word, can be the head of a predicate and can take aspect 
marking. Example (21) shows its behaviour in SVCs, in this case marking the THEME sɛŋ ‘money’.  
 
Adang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia) 
(20)  name mok med=am 
  person mug take=PFV 
  ‘Someone took a mug’                                    (Fedden & Brown 2012: 3) 
 
Adang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia) 
(21)  ince sɛŋ med  dɛc mi 
  Ince money take wallet be.at 
  ‘Ince put some money in wallets’     (Haan 2001: 385)  
                                                          
4 While many Alor-Pantar verbs also take pronominal indexing, the conditions for this vary greatly between and within languages. 
Pronominal indexing is therefore not considered a useful criterion for verbhood (Fedden & Brown 2012: 14).  
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Before grammaticalising into a postposition, a verb typically enters a stage in which it loses some of 
its verbal properties. We may call these defective verbs.5 This may imply a phonologically reduced 
form, the inability to take TAM-marking in certain contexts, a shift in meaning or a combination of 
the above. I refrain from acknowledging a distinct stage of defective verbs on the cline in Figure (4), 
however, because the main formal property distinguishing verbs from adpositions on Alor-Pantar 
languages is the ability to take TAM-marking (see below). In other words, the inability of a 
participant-introducing verb to take TAM-marking renders it a postposition. That being said, for 
action verbs such a stage of grammaticalisation might be regarded as a distinct stage in some cases; 
the inability to take aspect, for instance, would render a locative verb, such as mi ‘be at’ in (21) a 
postposition. It thus retains its locative meaning. Action verbs, on the other hand, see a stronger 
semantic shift (e.g. at least intuitively, the shift from ‘take’ to ABLATIVE is a bigger leap than from ‘be 
in’ to ‘in’), an example of which is given below in (22) and (23). The de-verb me is used verbally but 
fails to take aspect in (22). Example (23) shows me in an SVC, where it marks kii ‘palm rib’ for 
INSTRUMENT.  
 
Kamang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia) 
(22)  marten ne-kine  na-at  me (*me-si / *me-ma) 
  marten  1SG.GEN-knife 1SG.PAT-from take  take-IPFV take-PFV 
  ‘Marten took my knife from me’    (Schapper 2014b: 340) 
 
Kamang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia) 
(23) nai isei maa kii me maung-ma 
  1SG game edible palm.rib take make.hole-PFV 
  ‘I poked the meat with a palm rib’     (Schapper 2014b: 341) 
 
Me, as derived from the fully lexical met ‘take’, is analysed as a light verb by Schapper (2014b: 340). I 
analyse it as a postposition here, because as a non-inflecting de-verb it is formally indistinguishable 
from a postposition. In other words, while de-verbal action verbs are likely to undergo a stronger 
semantic shift than locational de-verbs, these are not distinguished from postpositions here. 
     So, since postpositions are also typically free-standing words that function as independent 
predicates in Alor-Pantar languages, they are often distinguished from verbs solely by their inability 
to take TAM-marking. This is shown in (24) from Kamang, where mi is a free-standing predicate head 
that cannot take aspect marking, rendering it a postposition. 
                                                          
5 Schapper (2014a: 15) calls these light verbs, but this is not a consistently used term in the field of linguistics (cf. Butt 2003). 
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Kamang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia)  
(24)  nal apui mi(*-si/-ma)  
  1SG  Apui in(*-PFV/-IPFV) 
  ‘I’m in Apui’       (Schapper 2014b: 303) 
 
A true postposition forms a syntactic unit with its complement, forming a PP. In some languages, 
such as Blagar, these may cliticise to their nominal complement, forming a bound postposition, or 
bound PosP. This is shown in (25), where =veŋ, which may also occur as a free-standing postposition, 
cliticises to nia ‘my leg’, forming a PP.  
 
Blagar (Alor-Pantar: Pantar, Indonesia)  
(25) ʔana  n-ia=veŋ   hue 
  3SG.SBJ  1SG-leg=with  hit 
  'S/he hit at my leg'      (Steinhauer 2014: 201) 
 
While the above two examples include postpositions that form a PP, postpositions may also be 
incorporated into the VP and form a syntactic unit with the verb. When these are free-standing, yet 
still demonstrably part of the VP, I call these incorporated postpositions, or INCORPs. Example (26) 
below shows an example of an INCORP from Blagar; the postposition veŋ is adjacent to both the 
NP jaŋu ʔaŋu ‘that woman’ and to the verb tutuk ‘talk’, thus far leaving undetermined what phrase it 
belongs to. When the NP jaŋu ʔaŋu ‘that woman’ is fronted, however, as in (27), the postposition 
does not move along but remains in the VP. 
 
Blagar (Alor-Pantar: Pantar, Indonesia) 
(26) ʔana                   jaŋu                   ʔaŋu                   [veŋ           tutuk] VP 
  3SG.SBJ             woman              that                     with            talk 
    ‘S/he talks about that woman’                             (Steinhauer 2014: 201) 
 
Blagar (Alor-Pantar: Pantar, Indonesia) 
(27)  jaŋu                    ʔaŋu,    ʔana                 [veŋ             tutuk] VP 
   woman              that      3SG.SBJ            with       talk 
   ‘(As for) that woman, s/he talks about him/her’      (Hein Steinhauer, pers. comm.) 
 
When an INCORP is both syntactically and phonologically dependent on the verb, these are called 
applicatives. Similarly to INCORPS, they mark an NP from within the VP. An example is given in (28), 
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where mi- marks the NP bong gaweh ‘trousers’ for ALLATIVE.  
 
(28)  na bong gaweh mi-maa 
   1SG.AGT tree fork in-walk 
  ‘I step into my trousers’      (Schapper 2014b: 328) 
 
I have now discussed and exemplified the different functions that may be carried out by 
asymmetrical SVCs and given an overview of the kinds and degrees of grammaticalisation of 
adposition-like, participant-introducing SVCs. The next section contains a brief discussion of some 
methodological issues.  
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2. METHODS 
This chapter contains some brief methodological discussions and exemplifications. Section 2.1 lists 
the literature used, Section 2.2 exemplifies how SVC functions are captured, and Section 2.3 contains 
a brief recap and exemplification of how grammaticalisation and participant-marking are analysed. 
 
2.1 Languages and literature 
This paper focuses on seven Alor-Pantar languages: Blagar, spoken in eastern Pantar; Kamang, 
spoken in central Alor; Wersing, spoken in various small areas along the north and south coast of 
Alor; Sawila, spoken in eastern Alor; Adang, spoken on a peninsula in northern Alor; Klon, spoken in 
western Alor, and Teiwa, spoken in central and northern Pantar. Reference grammars are available 
for three languages: Haan (2001) on Adang, Baird (2008) on Klon and Klamer (2010) on Teiwa. For 
four of the languages there are grammar sketches available, all found in Schapper (2014a). These are 
Steinhauer (2014) on Blagar, Schapper (2014b) on Kamang, Kratochvíl (2014) on Sawila and Schapper 
& Hendery (2014) on Wersing. As verb serialisation is a known phenomenon in Alor-Pantar 
languages, all grammars and sketches contain sections on SVCs. Robinson & Haan (2014) and Baird 
(2010) were used as additions to the available grammars on Adang and Klon respectively.  
 
2.2 SVC Functions  
The functions that may be expressed through verb serialisation, as defined in Section 1.2, are 
collected and captured in a grid. This grid resembles Aikhenvald’s (2006) hierarchy and contains: (i) 
SVC functions, (ii) whether they are expressed by serialisation, (iii) a few examples and (iv) room for 
remarks (e.g. why a certain instance of aspect marking is not counted as serialisation). The table 
below is from Sawila taken from the actual results.  
 
Table (1): function grid for Sawila 
 Function SVCs Examples Remarks 
1A DIRECTION/ORIENTATION Yes midde ‘go up’ 
made ‘come up’ 
sire ‘come down’ 
 
1B ASPECT No  all minor members have 
grammaticalised  
2 MODAL No    
3 PARTICIPANT-
INTRODUCING 
Yes -dea ‘see’  
mi ‘take’  
wii ‘use’  
 
4 COMP./ SUPERLATIVES No   
5 COMPLEMENTATION No   
6 VALENCE-DECREASING No   
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In Section 3.1.9 the grids are compared and summarised, followed by a discussion. Functions that do 
not fit anywhere in the hierarchy, yet are still clearly asymmetrical SVCs, are discussed in Section 
3.1.8. 
 
2.3 Grammaticalisation and participant-marking  
In Section 1.3 the different stages of grammaticalisation that apply to participant-introducing minor 
members were exemplified. This section contains a brief recap of these definitions and an 
exemplification of how these stages of grammaticalisation are gathered and compared. 
     Essentially, every (de-)verbal item can be placed somewhere on the grammaticalisation tree in 
Figure (4) above, repeated here for ease of reading, which I use to exemplify the behaviour of a 
number of cognates in Section 3.2.8.  
 
 
Figure (4): grammaticalisation cline for Alor-Pantar participant-introducing verbs  
These stages are defined as follows: 
-A verb is a lexical, free-standing word that can act as the head of a predicate and take TAM-marking. 
-An INCORP is a postposition that is demonstrably part of the VP, yet still a free-standing word, that is 
not the head of a postpositional predicate. 
-An applicative is a morphologically bound INCORP. 
-A postposition is a de-verbal role marker that forms a syntactic unit with its nominal complement, 
forming a postpositional phrase. 
-A bound postposition is a postposition that attaches phonologically to its nominal complement. 
 
As noted in Section 1.3, while defective verbs may be seen as distinct from postpositions, these are 
analysed as postpositions here. 
     The behaviour of (de-)verbal items is then captured in a grid which displays its behaviour in an SVC 
and how it marks other sentential elements (typically NPs). Disregarding elements such as sentential 
modifiers (e.g. negation), adverbials and TAM-markers, the basic structure of an SVC with two verbs 
is represented by the following template:  
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[NP V1] VP [(NP) V2] VP 
 
The first NP is the complement of V1, the second NP is the complement of V2. When V2 is 
intransitive, it has no complement. NPs may also be prefixed pronominal complements. An example 
of both an NP-V1-V2-structure and an NP-V1-NP-V2-structure is given below in (29) and (30) 
respectively.  
 
Adang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia) 
(29)  rin  [dir NP puin V1] VP [ab NP  tatɔʔ V2] VP 
  Rin knife hold  fish chop 
  ‘Rin chopped fish with a knife’     (Haan 2001: 370) 
 
Kamang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia) 
(30) nai isei maa [kii NP me V1] VP [maung V2-ma] VP 
  1SG game edible palm.rib take make.hole-PFV 
  ‘I poked the meat with a palm rib’     (Schapper 2014b: 341) 
 
In (29) puin ‘hold’ marks the NP dir ‘knife’ for INSTRUMENT, and in (30) me ‘take’ marks the NP kii for 
INSTRUMENT. This is then displayed as follows; the role an NP is marked for is displayed in superscript 
in curly brackets, the V1 introducing this NP is underlined. The arrow shows the direction of marking. 
 
[NP {INS}  ⟵ V1] VP [(NP) V2] VP 
 
The Vs in one of the VPs may grammaticalise into any of the de-verbal items displayed in the tree 
above. Needless to say the template should take into account the difference between INCORPS and 
applicatives on the one hand, and postpositions and bound postpositions on the other, because the 
former mark an NP within the PP they head, while the latter mark an NP from within a VP. For all the 
other stages of grammaticalisation, the template looks as follows:  
 
PosP   [NP {} ⟵   PosP] PP  [(NP) V] VP  
bound PosP [NP {} ⟵ =PosP] PP  [(NP) V] VP  
INCORP  [NP {}] NP ⟵ [INCORP V] VP  
applicative  [NP {}] NP ⟵ [APPL-V] VP 
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Should a verb develop into a (bound) postposition, it forms a syntactic unit with its nominal 
complement. It has then become a postposition and marks its nominal complement (indicated by the 
arrow) from within its PP rather than the VP it projected earlier. Should a verb develop into an 
INCORP or an applicative, it is drawn into the VP of the original V2 (now just V) and becomes part of 
it. It then marks its nominal complement from within that VP. 
     A few additional methodological notes are in order before heading on to the results: 
-It should be noted that the formation of postpositions is displayed as a divergence from the straight 
path to incorporation in the tree above, the branch moving outward. This is because all de-verbal 
items originally belong to a VP, while some of these develop into (bound) postpositions, which 
project a different phrase from a VP. This becomes apparent in (31) from Adang, where ta ‘be on’, 
similar to INCORPS and applicatives, remains in the VP when the NP it marks for LOCATION, mɛja ho 
‘the table’, is front-shifted. Ta ‘be on’ is thus demonstrably part of the VP, whereas a de-verb 
projecting a PP is expected to move along with the noun when this is front-shifted. Ta, then, marks 
the front-shifted NP mɛja ho from within the VP. 
 
Adang (Alor-Pantar: Alor, Indonesia)  
(31)  mɛja  ho,  namɛ  napah  tɛn  med  ta  ol  meŋ 
  table DEF person cloth red take be.on lie set 
  ‘The table, someone set a red cloth on (it)’    (Robinson & Haan: 236) 
 
-I do not necessarily assume that every de-verbal item follows every step on the cline; it may well be 
possible that verbs are directly incorporated into the VP, without any signs of grammaticalisation in 
between. As I show in Section 3.2, this might well be the case for a number of items that are only 
found as either full verbs or applicatives.  
-I will assume every participant-introducing element of unknown origin to be de-verbal. This applies 
to a number of cognate applicatives in the sample; while these cannot be shown to have a verbal 
origin, it is a well-established fact that applicatives derive from either verbs or adpositions (Peterson 
2007: 123f.), and since it is likely that every Alor-Pantar adposition is ultimately de-verbal, I will 
assume every applicative to be as well.  
-Lastly, the grammaticalisation cline I propose does not include auxiliarihood. While some (de-)verbs 
in the sample have in fact become dependent on other verbs, these are not numerous enough to 
draw any conclusions. I do, however, register their auxiliarihood in the grids in Section 3.2 as (aux), 
because it excludes them from being SVC members. 
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3. RESULTS 
This chapter contains the results of both the investigation into SVC-functions and the investigation 
into the grammaticalisation and function of participant-introducing verbs. SVC-functions are 
discussed per language in Section 3.1, with the summarised results discussed in Section 3.1.9. The 
grammaticalisation and function of participant-introducing verbs are discussed per language in 
section 3.2, and the summarised results are discussed elaborately in Sections 3.2.8 and 3.2.9. 
 
3.1 FUNCTIONS  
This section contains the results per language of the functions that may be expressed by serialised 
verbs in Alor-Pantar languages. The order of results is as follows: 3.1.1 Blagar, 3.1.2 Kamang, 3.1.3 
Wersing, 3.1.4 Sawila, 3.1.5 Adang, 3.1.6 Klon, 3.1.7 Teiwa. Section 3.1.8 discusses some peripheral 
functions that deserve mentioning, and the complete body of results is summarised in Section 3.1.9.  
 
3.1.1 Blagar 
Blagar has directional SVCs that add a direction or location to a predicate without introducing a 
participant. An example is given in (32), where the V1 doʔe ‘be high’ adds a direction to the V2 mihi 
‘sit, stay’. Other such verbs include dodo ‘be high (visible)’, ʔaʔe 'be here' and ʔaʔa 'be here (visible)'. 
 
(32)  ʔana  doʔe mihi 
  3SG.SBJ be.high sit/stay 
  ‘S/he is/was sitting/staying up there’    (Steinhauer 2014: 214) 
   
Deictic verbs can also express aspect by means of a visible/non-visible distinction. That is, a visible 
event inherently takes place at the moment of speech. This is seen below; in (33) the event is non-
visible and the time at which it took place is left undetermined, whereas in (34) the visibility of the 
event implies that it takes place at the moment of speech.  
 
(33) ʔana poʔe ab aɓali 
  3SG.SBJ be.low fish sell 
  ‘S/he is/was down there selling fish      (Steinhauer 2014: 214) 
 
(34) ʔana popo  ab aɓali 
  3SG.SBJ be.low.VIS fish sell 
  ‘S/he is down there selling fish’      (Steinhauer 2014: 214) 
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Aspect can also be expressed by motion verbs such as seŋ ‘finish’ expressing perfective and ʔila ‘go’ 
expressing perfect. In (35) the V2 ʔila ‘go’ marks the V1 nat ‘eat’ for perfect aspect. Blagar also has 
grammaticalised de-verbal aspect markers, such as sehi, marking progressive, and heŋ, marking 
inchoative. All aspect markers, verbal and deverbal, are V2s and mark the V1 for aspect. 
 
(35)  ana na nat ʔila 
  2SG.SBJ thing eat go  
  ‘Have you eaten already?’     (Steinhauer 2014: 215) 
 
Strictly speaking, there are no participant-adding SVCs because there are no participant-introducing 
elements that classify as verbs. There are, however, de-verbal items that serve this purpose. These 
mostly include de-verbal postposition-like elements such as met ‘take’, ma ‘move’, as well as a 
combination of both, met=ma meaning much the same as either ma or met (Steinhauer 2014: 211). 
These verbs have various functions, such as the introduction of THEMES, INSTRUMENTS and LOCATIONS. In 
(36), -enang ‘give’ introduces the third-person RECIPIENT and the V1 met=ma ‘take-move’ introduces 
the THEME vet nu ‘one coconut’. 
 
(36) na vet nu met=ma  n-oʔal  ʔ-enaŋ 
  1SG.SBJ coconut one take=move 1SG-child 3SG-give 
  ‘I gave a coconut to my child’     (Steinhauer 2014: 169)  
 
In short, Blagar has directional, aspectual and participant-adding SVCs. No SVCs expressing any other 
notion (e.g. modality, comparatives/superlatives, complementation and valence-decreasing SVCs) 
have been found. These functions are captured in the following grid:  
 
Table (2): function grid for Blagar 
 Function SVCs Examples Remarks 
1A DIRECTION/ORIENTATION Yes ʔaʔe 'be here' 
doʔe 'be high' 
ʔaʔa 'be here (visible)' 
may also express aspect  
1B ASPECT Yes seŋ 'finish' 
ʔila 'go' 
also grammaticalised aspectual 
verbs: sehi (PROG); heŋ (INC) 
2 MODAL No    
3 PARTICIPANT-INTRODUCING No  grammaticalised de-verbs, such as 
ma ’move’, met ‘take’ and mi ‘in’ 
4 COMPARATIVES AND 
SUPERLATIVES 
No   
5 COMPLEMENTATION No   
6 VALENCE-DECREASING No   
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3.1.2 Kamang 
Kamang has directional and aspectual SVCs. Participants are introduced by grammaticalised de-verbs, 
and Kamang lacks modal serialisation altogether. 
     Direction can be expressed by verbs of movement. In these constructions the V2 adds a direction 
to the V1. This is shown in (37) and (38), where te ‘go up’ and fe ‘go down’ add directions to the V1s. 
Other such verbs of movement include yaa ‘go until’ and sue ‘come’. 
 
(37)  baal  sita te  
  ball bounce go.up  
  ‘The ball bounces up’      (Schapper 2014b: 347)  
 
(38) nal duuh fe 
  1SG squat go.down 
  ‘I squat down’       (Schapper 2014b: 348) 
 
Aspect is marked by a few different, fully lexical verbs. In example (39), the V2 dii ‘lie’ marks its 
preceding verb for continuative. In (40), the V2 lai ‘finish’ marks its preceding verb for completive.  
 
(39) awing=a  sui dii-si 
  door=SPEC be.open lie-IPFV 
  ‘The door remained open’      (Schapper 2014b: 343) 
 
(40) ga nuaanana baila lai-si 
  3 things  buy finish-IPFV 
  ‘They were finishing off buying things’    (Schapper 2014b: 344) 
 
The two examples directly above both include V2s marking the V1 for aspect. The verb koo ‘stay, 
live’, however, is unusual in marking its succeeding, rather than preceding verb for progressive. This 
is shown in (41), where koo ‘stay’ modifies muu ‘rain fall’ as a V1.  
 
(41) aii koo muu  
  rain stay fall.rain 
  ‘It keeps raining’       (Schapper 2014b: 342) 
 
Kamang does not have participant-adding SVCs; there is one item classified as a light verb by 
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Schapper (2014b: 340), but which is analysed as a postposition here (see Section 1.3 for a discussion). 
There are also a number of postpositions and applicatives (see Section 3.2.2). 
     In (42), the de-verbal postposition me ‘take’ marks its preceding NP kii ‘palm rib’ for INSTRUMENT.  
 
(42) nai isei maa kii me maung-ma 
  1SG game edible palm.rib take make.hole-PFV 
  ‘I poked the meat with a palm rib’     (Schapper 2014b: 341) 
 
The functions expressed by Kamang SVCs are captured in the grid below.  
 
Table (3): Function grid for Kamang 
 Function SVCs Examples Remarks 
1A DIRECTION/ORIENTATION Yes yaa ‘go until’ 
sue ‘arrive’ 
te ‘go up’ 
sue ‘come’ 
 
1B ASPECT Yes koo ‘stay, love’  
dii ‘lie’  
lai ‘finish’  
 
2 MODAL No    
3 PARTICIPANT-INTRODUCING No  one grammaticalised de-verb me 
‘take’ and a number of locational 
postpositions/applicatives 
4 COMPARATIVES AND 
SUPERLATIVES 
No   
5 COMPLEMENTATION No   
6 VALENCE-DECREASING No   
 
 
3.1.3 Wersing 
Wersing has directional, aspectual and participant-adding SVCs, lacking modal serialisation 
altogether.   
     Direction, as in other languages discussed, is expressed by directional V2s modifying a V1. This is 
shown in (43), where dai ‘go up’ adds an upward motion to the V1 beten ‘pull out’. Other such 
directional V2s include -ya ‘go’, -sir ‘come down’ and -mid ‘go up’ 
 
(43)  ota bon ba mod g-sripin gnain beten g-dai 
  coconut tree DEF fall 3-root 3.ALL pull.out 3-go.up 
  ‘When the coconut tree fell, all its roots were pulled up’  (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 491) 
 
Two verbs express aspectual notion in Wersing. In (44), the V2 -ko ‘stay, live’ marks its V1 for 
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CONTINUATIVE, while lai ‘finished’ marks its preceding verb for completive/quantitative in (45). 
 
(44) naida aki n-ko 
  1SG.TOP call 1SG-stay 
  ‘I call out repeatedly’     (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 493)  
 
(45) ken badu ba inali lai 
  cloth shirt DEF be.clean finish 
  ‘The clothes are completely clean’    (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 493)  
 
Participants may be introduced through SVCs. The verbs medi ‘take’ and ong ‘use’ mark their 
preceding element for INSTRUMENT. This is shown in (46), where the V1 on introduces kinai ‘knife’, and 
in (47), where the V1 medi introduces aka ‘fence’.  
 
(46) imi pok kinai on ken ba burik-a 
  man little knife use cloth DEF snap-REAL 
  ‘A young man cuts the cloth with a knife until it breaks’  (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 491)  
 
(47) sob ba aka medi le-belebel 
  house DEF fence take APPL-encircle 
  ‘The house is surrounded with a fence’   (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 492)  
 
This yields the following function grid for Wersing:  
 
Table (4): Function grid for Wersing 
 Function SVCs Examples Remarks 
1A DIRECTION/ORIENTATION Yes -ya ‘go’ 
-sir ‘come down’ 
-dai, -mid ‘go up’  
 
1B ASPECT Yes -ko ‘stay, live’  
lai ‘finished’  
 
2 MODAL No    
3 PARTICIPANT-INTRODUCING Yes ong ‘use’  
medi ‘take’  
 
4 COMPARATIVES AND 
SUPERLATIVES 
No   
5 COMPLEMENTATION No   
6 VALENCE-DECREASING No   
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3.1.4 Sawila 
Function-wise, Sawila differs from most other languages in the sample in not having any aspectual 
SVCs, which is expressed by fully grammatical clause-final items. It does have directional and 
participant-adding serialisation.  
     Directional SVC include an action verb occupying the V1 slot, modified by a directional V2. In (48) 
below, directional verb midde ‘go up’ modifies the V1 mada ‘climb’. Other such directional verbs 
include made ‘come up’, sire ‘come down’ and yaa ‘go down’. 
 
(48)  a-mada   midde  ni-tiing   li-a-miti 
  2SG-climb  go.up 1SG-back  APPL-2SG-sit 
  ‘Climb up and sit on my back!’    (Kratochvíl 2014: 432) 
 
Sawila has two aspectual verbs as well, both of which have grammaticalised into auxiliaries. In (49) 
the verb -ko ‘stay’ marks the preceding verb for progressive, while in (50) dooka ‘stand’ marks the 
preceding verb for inchoative. Their dependency on other verbs however, renders these 
constructions non-serialising.  
 
(49) nannu  buku  limei  na-ko 
  1SG  book  read  1SG-stay 
  ‘I am reading a book’     (Kratochvíl 2014: 435) 
 
(50)  gannu yang ga-pi dooka 
  3 NFIN.go 3-make stand 
  ‘He is about to leave’ (lit. he stands making it going)   (Kratochvíl 2014: 435) 
 
Sawila also has participant-adding SVCs, which are discussed more elaborately below. The fully lexical 
verb wii ‘use’, for instance, introduces INSTRUMENTS. In (51), wii marks its preceding NP dang gatang 
‘her bare hands’ for INSTRUMENT.  Other such verbs include -dea ‘see’ marking STIMULI and mi ‘take’ 
marking THEMES. All of these are V1s.  
 
(51)  yaalar   dang   ga-tang  wii  mu  ga-wingkili  ga-punni poo 
  NFIN.female  NFIN.one 3I-arm  use  wood  3-knot   3-hit  break 
  ‘A woman broke a stick with her bare hands’   (Kratochvíl 2014: 429) 
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No asymmetrical SVCs with any other function (e.g. modality, comparison, valence-decreasing) seem 
to be present. The functions expressed by Sawila SVCs are captured in the grid below.  
 
Table (5): Function grid for Sawila 
 Function SVCs Examples Remarks 
1A DIRECTION/ORIENTATION Yes midde ‘go up’ 
made ‘come up’ 
sire ‘come down’ 
yaa ‘go down’ 
 
1B ASPECT No  all minor members have 
grammaticalised  
2 MODAL No    
3 PARTICIPANT-INTRODUCING Yes -dea ‘see’  
mi ‘take’  
wii ‘use’  
 
4 COMPARATIVES AND 
SUPERLATIVES 
No   
5 COMPLEMENTATION No   
6 VALENCE-DECREASING No   
 
 
3.1.5 Adang 
Like Sawila, Adang has directional and participant-adding SVCs. Aspect is expressed with clause-final 
grammatical particles, and, like other languages in the sample, it lacks valence-decreasing and 
complementation SVCs. Adang may however also express comparatives with serialised verbs, as 
discussed towards the end of the section.  
     Direction can be expressed by motion verbs occupying the V2-slot. This is shown in (52), where 
mid ‘go up’ adds an upward direction to the V1 mudiŋ ‘plant’. 
 
(52)  heri fa mudiŋ mid 
  Heri coconut plant go.up 
  ‘Heri planted coconut trees along an upward direction’  (Haan 2001: 389)  
 
Aspect is marked by grammatical particles. There are two Adang aspect markers, eh marking 
progressive and am marking perfective. It is not clear whether these have a verbal origin, although a 
possible cognate of eh might be the Klon aspectual verb yeh ‘exist’, which expresses continuative 
aspect.   
     There are various participant-introducing verbs, most with a specific function and all V1s. In (53) 
the verb puin ‘hold’ marks its preceding NP dir ‘knife’ for INSTRUMENT, whereas in (54) -ra ‘be with’ 
marks its prefixed first person plural argument for COMITATIVE. 
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(53)  rin  dir  puɲ  ab  tatɔʔ 
  Rin knife hold fish chop 
  ‘Rin chopped fish with a knife’     (Haan 2001: 370)  
 
(54)  adi ni-ra  mih 
  Adi  1PL.EXC-be.with sit 
  ‘Adi stayed with us’      (Haan 2001: 375) 
 
Although not discussed as such by Haan (2001) or Robinson & Haan (2014), Adang may also express 
comparatives through serialisation. This involves the postpositional verb mi ‘be in’ and an adjectival 
verb. Since mi is a full verb (see Section 3.2.6) and there is no difference between verbs and 
adjectives in Adang (Robinson & Haan 2014: 248), the predicate mi habu in (55) consists of 
subsequent verbs. This is likely to be a case of (recent) functional expansion, since most uses of mi 
are locational.  
 
(55)  ne  na-fɛl mi habu 
  1SG.POSS.CONTR 1SG-ear be.in be.large 
  ‘My ears are larger’     (Robinson & Haan 2014: 246) 
   
Table (6): Function grid for Adang 
 Function SVCs Examples Remarks 
1A DIRECTION/ORIENTATION Yes hɔʔ 'arrive' 
mid ‘go up’  
 
1B ASPECT No  only grammatical aspectual particles: 
eh (PROG); am (PFV); eham (INCP) 
2 MODAL No    
3 PARTICIPANT-INTRODUCING Yes med ‘take’  
-ra ‘be with’  
puin ‘hold’  
 
4 COMPARATIVES AND 
SUPERLATIVES 
Yes mi ‘be in’   
5 COMPLEMENTATION No   
6 VALENCE-DECREASING No   
 
 
3.1.6 Klon      
Klon stands out among Alor-Pantar languages in expressing modality with SVCs. As in all other 
languages in the sample, directionality is expressed through SVCs. Aspect, on the other hand, is 
expressed by particles, adverbs and auxiliaries rather than fully lexical minor members. Participant-
introducing SVCs are also present, albeit not as prevalent as in other Alor-Pantar languages, perhaps 
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due to the development of two applicatives, one of which is very multifunctional.  
     Directional SVCs are expressed by motion verbs in the V2 slot, adding direction to the V1. This is 
shown in (56), where mid ‘ascend’ adds upward motion to twai ‘part’.  
 
(56)  kulbin onon i  twai mid 
  old PL DUR part ascend  
  ‘The old people began to separate moving upwards’   (Baird 2008: 312) 
 
The verbs yaah ‘be unable’ and inok ‘be able’ express modality, for which they mark their preceding 
verb. In (57) the V2 inok ‘be able’ modifies the V1 gten ‘make’.  
 
(57)  biasa miang non ei gten inok 
  usually Puranese PL canoe make be.able 
  ‘Usually, Pura people can make canoes’    (Baird 2008: 314)  
 
Aspect in Klon, many different notions of which are found, is mainly expressed by particles and 
adverbs, the origin of which is unclear. Some aspectual notions are expressed by de-verbal items; 
agai ‘go, reach’ is sometimes still found in SVCs expressing perfective, as shown in (58), though it 
cannot function as a predicate.  
 
(58)  ni   g-lul  gen mdiq heher  agai 
  1.NSG.EXCL.ACT 3.UND-follow until sun afternoon  PERF 
  ‘We followed until it was already late afternoon’   (Baird 2008: 241) 
   
Similarly, yeh ‘exist’, expressing continuative in (59), is often still found in SVCs, but it cannot function 
as an independent predicate. So while agai and yeh are verbal in origin, they have grammaticalised 
into dependent deverbal aspect markers and cannot be considered serialised verbs.  
 
(59)  ‘adob kaklok  agai lale taa yeh 
  true give.birth PFV below sleep CONT 
  True, she’s given birth and is sleeping below’    (Baird 2008: 242)  
  
Some participants can be added through verb serialisation. As an example, in (60) the verb puin 
‘hold’ marks its predecessor NP for INSTRUMENT. More will be said about Klon participant-adding (de-) 
verbs below.  
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(60)  qad bo nok bo peh kbor ong puin g-tap diqiri 
  come SEQ good SEQ bow arrow   this hold 3-shoot think 
  ‘It came so I thought to use the bow and arrow to shoot it’ (Baird 2008: 315)  
 
The following grid summarises the different SVC functions found in Klon: 
 
Table (7): Function grid for Klon 
 Function SVCs Examples Remarks 
1A DIRECTION/ORIENTATION Yes mid ‘ascend’ 
ting ‘come’ 
ip ‘descend’  
 
1B ASPECT No  aspectual notion is expressed 
through grammatical particles and 
adverbs, as well as grammaticalising 
verbs: agai ‘go, reach’ (PFV); yeh 
‘exist’ (CONT) 
2 MODAL Yes yaah ‘be unable’ 
inok ‘be able’ 
 
3 PARTICIPANT-INTRODUCING Yes puin ‘hold’  
medi ‘take’ 
 
4 COMPARATIVES AND 
SUPERLATIVES 
No   
5 COMPLEMENTATION No   
6 VALENCE-DECREASING No   
 
 
3.1.7 Teiwa 
Having no adpositions (Klamer 2010: 29), Teiwa makes extensive use of participant-introducing SVCs, 
a relatively small number of which are very versatile in the roles they may introduce. This is 
especially true for ma ‘come’ (see Klamer 2010: section 9.5); it not only introduces various types of 
clausal participants, but also expresses modality and serves as a conjunction in some cases (also see 
peripheral functions). Aspect is also often realised through serialisation in Teiwa, as well as direction. 
As in Klon, Teiwa SVCs may express modality. 
     Directionality is expressed through motion verbs occupying the V2-slot. In example (61) the V2 
daa ‘ascend’ modifies the V1 de’er ‘jump’, expressing upward motion.  
 
(61)  rus  waal  a  de’er  daa... 
  deer  that.one  3SG  jump  ascend 
  ‘That deer jumps up..’     (Klamer 2010: 322) 
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Modality, although not prevalent, may also be expressed by SVCs. This is done with ma, which marks 
its predicate for epistemic modality.   
 
(62)  ha ma nili pat-an 
  2SG come debt pay.back-REAL 
  ‘You will pay back the debt’      (Klamer 2010: 328)  
 
Myriad aspectual notions can be expressed by Teiwa verbs. Various verbs, such as usan ‘lift up’ and 
tup ‘stand up’ mark the succeeding predicate for inchoative, suug ‘continue’ marks the succeeding 
predicate for continuative.6 In (63) below, gula’ ‘finish’ marks the preceding predicate for completive.  
 
(63)  hala  ta  gi  er-an  gula’ 
  others  TOP  go  do-REAL  finish 
  ‘..other people went to do [it]’    (Klamer 2010: 329, 330) 
 
There are also verbs that introduce participants, chief among which wan ‘be, exist’, pin ‘hold’, me’ 
‘be in’, mat ‘take’ and ma ‘come’. As an example, me ‘be in’ marks the NP maran ‘hut’ for LOCATION.  
 
(64)  iman ta wa maran me’-en.. 
  they TOP go hut be.in-REAL 
  ‘They went to stay in the hut..’     (Klamer 2010: 322)  
 
Table (8): Function grid for Teiwa 
 Function SVCs Examples Remarks 
1A DIRECTION/ORIENTATION Yes ma ‘come’ 
gi ‘go’ 
daa ‘ascend’ 
yaa ‘descend’ 
 
1B ASPECT Yes usan ‘lift up’  
suug ‘continue’  
gula ‘finish’  
 
2 MODAL Yes ma ‘come’   
3 PARTICIPANT-INTRODUCING Yes ma ‘come’  
mat ‘take’  
pin ‘hold’  
wan ‘be, exist’  
 
4 COMPARATIVES AND 
SUPERLATIVES 
No   
5 COMPLEMENTATION No   
6 VALENCE-DECREASING No   
                                                          
6 Klamer describes these notions rather than giving them names, so these labels are approximations.  
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3.1.8 Peripheral functions 
In addition to the more well-established functions usually found in asymmetrical SVCs, a number of 
miscellaneous, more ‘peripheral’ functions have also been found. These have not been included in 
the general analysis, either because they are rare, unusual or non-straightforwardly asymmetrical. 
Furthermore, neither of the examples are included in Aikhenvald’s (2006) function hierarchy. 
     A few languages in the sample display what is called manner serialisation. In constructions like 
these, the major member is modified by a minor member which expresses the manner in which the 
major member is executed. Some authors subsume these under asymmetrical serialisation, while 
some subsume them under symmetrical serialisation. This is understandable, since on the one hand 
one verb modifies the other, which is typical of asymmetrical SVCs, while on the other hand the 
minor member is not necessarily found in a restricted class. Moreover, they are most often 
indistinguishable from SVCs denoting simultaneous action. This is evident in (65) from Teiwa, where 
uri ‘search’ is translated as searchingly, suggesting a manner-adverbial interpretation, but which 
could also have been translated as searching, suggesting simultaneous action. Some more examples 
from Kamang (66), Sawila (67) and Wersing (68) are given below. 
 
(65)  iman uri wa bali si 
  they search go  see SIM 
  ‘They go looking around searchingly, seeing..’          (Klamer 2010: 355) 
 
(66) gal kape likka fal 
  3 rope be.firm bind 
  ‘He tied the rope firmly’       (Schapper 2014b: 346)  
 
(67)  maaka  itiina  a-noosa   a-nee! 
  banana  ripe  2SG.I-alone 2SG.I-consume 
  ‘Eat the banana yourself!’        (Kratochvíl 2014: 433)  
 
(68) ol pok dein tebel  pter mad 
  child small PL be.wrong corn cook 
  ‘The small children were cooking corn the wrong way’   (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 494)  
 
Another type of construction that is occasionally found is resultative serialisation. This is arguably 
asymmetric serialisation in the sense of one verb, the result of the action denoted by the major 
member, being semantically subordinate to the main event. Yet, as in manner serialisation, the minor 
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member does not necessarily come from a closed class. Some examples from Sawila (69) and 
Wersing (70) are given below. 
 
(69)  girra na-punni   mate boorana 
  3.AGT 1SG.I-hit  hurt FIN.be.very 
  ’He hit me [to the extent] that it hurts’     (Kratochvíl 2014: 433) 
 
(70) imi pok gai kpe ba g-meken  burik-a 
  male small 3.A rope DEF 3-pull  snapped-REAL 
  ‘A buy pulls on the rope until it snaps’   (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 496) 
 
An interesting SVC type introducing a temporal setting is found in Teiwa. In (71), er ‘make’ introduces 
the preceding temporal phrase iliar ‘daybreak’, which is an argument by virtue of being its direct 
object. This might be interpreted as a temporal LOCATION (‘at daybreak’).  
 
(71)  a ta te-te  ma a gi iliar er 
  3S TOP REDUP-walk come 3S go daybreak make 
  ‘He walks and walks until at daybreak..’    (Klamer 2010: 343) 
 
The verb ma ‘come’ sometimes functions as a conjunction in Teiwa. This cannot be counted as an 
instance of complementation, since the second clause is not an argument of the first. In (72) below, 
ma ‘come’ serves as a conjunction between clauses, as separated by /. 
 
(72)  hala ta gi er-an gula’    / ma haraba ma gad 
  others go TOP do-REAL finish come stable come put 
  ‘Other people went to do it, then put it in a stable’   (Klamer 2010: 329-30) 
 
Lastly, Teiwa SVCs may express mood (contra Dixon 2006: 343); ma ‘come’ is needed to form an 
imperative clause. This is shown in (73), where the same clause without ma does not yield an 
imperative clause. 
 
(73)  ma na-walas 
  come 1SG-tell 
  ‘Talk with me!’       (Klamer 2010: 329) 
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3.1.9 Summary 
The table below, as based on Aikhenvald’s (2006) hierarchy, summarises the different functions 
expressed by asymmetrical SVCs in the sample.  
 
Table (9): summarised results of SVC functions 
 Function Blagar Kamang Wersing Sawila Adang Klon Teiwa 
1A DIRECTION/ORIENTATION √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
1B ASPECT √ √ √ No No No √ 
2 MODAL No No No No No  √ √ 
3 PARTICIPANT-INTRODUCING No No √ √ √ √ √ 
4 COMP./ SUPERLATIVES No No No No √ No No 
5 COMPLEMENTATION No No No No No No No 
6 VALENCE-DECREASING No No No No No No No 
 
One function, directional serialisation, is prevalent throughout the sample; most languages have a 
large set of directional verbs, often with various distinctions in e.g. proximity, levelness, etc. With 
regard to productivity, directional SVCs come out on top. Most languages in the sample also have 
participant-introducing SVCs, although in a lot of cases the verbs have grammaticalised beyond 
classification as serial verbs.  
     Four of the languages in the sample express aspect through serialisation, and only two use SVCs to 
express modality. Modality often remains undiscussed in the sketches used, and whether or how it is 
expressed is often not clear. The more elaborate description all contain a discussion, however. In 
Teiwa, modality is expressed by adverbs. Though the difference with verbs is marginal (Klamer 2010: 
123), it is not clear whether these are deverbal. In Klon and Adang modality is also expressed by 
adverbs (Baird 2008: 243-8; Haan 2001: 54-60), the origin of which also remains unclear. Aspect is 
prevalent in all languages, but is often expressed by grammaticalised deverbal items. So while the 
lack of modal serialisation cannot be accounted for, it is clear that Aikhenvald’s hierarchy cannot 
capture certain stages of grammaticalisation in which a deverbal item is excluded from SVC analyses 
on the grounds of simply not being a fully lexical verb anymore.  
     Only one language, Adang, can form comparatives with serial verbs. No language in the sample 
uses SVCs for complementation or as a valence-decreasing device. 
     Not every function carried out by the SVCs discussed above are found in Aikhenvald’s hierarchy.  
For instance, while resultative and manner serialisation are arguably asymmetrical in one verb 
modifying the other, they are not included in the hierarchy. Manner serialisation might also be 
interpreted as simultaneous action in some cases, which would render it symmetrical. This 
distinction is not well-defined. The expression of mood and conjunctions discussed above are not 
found in the hierarchy either.  
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Most minor members are V2s. Apart from a number of exceptions, this goes for the majority of 
directional and aspectual serialisation, and is in fact contrary to what one might expect in a family of 
right-headed languages, as essentially these SVC display a head-dependent order. On the other hand, 
in the great majority of participant-introducing SVCs the minor members are V1s. A possible 
explanation for this might lie in the fact that directional verbs and aspectual verbs may be uttered as 
an afterthought (e.g. ‘I called out, staying’ or ‘the ball bounced, moving upwards’) and later re-
analysed as an SVC, whereas participant-introducing verbs are more likely to be uttered as a 
chronological sequence of events (e.g. ‘he took a knife, (then) cut the fish’), but I leave this an open 
matter here.  
 
3.2 PARTICIPANT-MARKING 
In this section the results of the investigation of the grammaticalisation and function of participant-
introducers are presented per language, in the following order: 3.2.1 Blagar, 3.2.2 Kamang, 3.2.3 
Wersing, 3.2.4 Sawila, 3.2.5 Adang, 3.2.6 Klon, 3.2.7 Teiwa. Section 3.2.8 is devoted to an elaborate 
discussion of these results, and Section 3.2.9 discusses the functional coverage of markers, as well as 
some functional expansions found in the data. 
 
3.2.1 Blagar 
Participant-marking in Blagar is characterised by a large number of de-verbal items that have 
grammaticalised into auxiliaries, bound postpositions and INCORPS. 
     Often found is the complex postposition met=ma which consists of a deverbal postposition met, 
derived from medit ‘taking’ (Steinhauer 2014: 211), and =ma ‘move’. Met has lost the ability to 
inflect but can still be the head of a predicate, and behaves like a postposition. The postposition =ma 
is derived from ma ‘move’ and cannot be the head of a predicate. Met=ma as a compound 
postposition always occurs in three-participant events and is dependent on other verbs. 
 
(74) na vet nu met=ma  n-oʔal  ʔ-enaŋ 
  1SG.SBJ coconut one take=move 1SG-child 3SG-give 
  ‘I gave a coconut to my child’     (Steinhauer 2014: 169)  
 
Another function of met=ma is the introduction of INSTRUMENTS. In (75) and (76) below, met=ma 
introduces dad ‘arrow’ and elut ‘whetstone’ respectively, and marks them for INSTRUMENT.  
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(75) na  dad  met=ma   duŋ ʔatapa 
  1SG.SBJ arrow take=move bird shoot 
  ‘I shot a bird with a five-pronged bamboo arrow’   (Steinhauer 2014: 211)  
 
(76) na  elut   met=ma   hemeriŋ=veŋ  hia 
  1SG.SBJ  whetstone  take=move  knife=with whet 
  ‘I whetted the knife with the whetstone’    (Steinhauer 2014: 212) 
 
The postposition =ma often cliticises to met, but may cliticise to any preceding element. Therefore, it 
may also cliticise to an NP should met be absent. In example (77) it cliticises to buk ‘book’ and marks 
it for THEME. 
 
(77) na  buk=ma   e   panatu 
  1SG.SBJ  book=move  2SG.POSS  send 
  ‘I sent a book to you’      (Steinhauer 2014: 211) 
 
In being an auxiliary, =ma is different from other deverbal postpositions like =mi ‘be in’ =veŋ ‘be with’ 
and =taŋ ‘be on’ which do not have the inflectional potential verbs have, but which may be the head 
of a predicate. It is also different in always cliticising to a preceding host, a property it shares with the 
postposition =taŋ; =mi and =veŋ may also occur as free forms, rendering them part of the VP, as 
incorporated postpositions. This difference can be illustrated with the following examples. 
In example (78) the postposition veŋ finds itself in between the NP jaŋu ʔaŋu ‘that woman’ and the 
verb tutuk ‘talk’, so it could belong either to the NP, heading its own postpositional phrase, or to the 
VP as in INCORP. When the NP jaŋu ʔaŋu ‘that woman’ is fronted, as in (79), we see that the 
postposition does not move along but remains in the VP, whereas we expect a postposition to move 
along with the NP. 
 
(78) ʔana                   jaŋu                   ʔaŋu                   veŋ                     tutuk 
  3SG.SBJ             woman              that                     at/with               talk 
    ‘S/he talks about that woman’                             (Steinhauer 2014: 201) 
 
(79)  jaŋu                    ʔaŋu,   ʔana                 veŋ                     tutuk 
   woman              that     3SG.SBJ            at/with               talk 
   ‘(as for) that woman, s/he talks about him/her’     (Hein Steinhauer, pers. comm.) 
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As a free-standing part of the VP, mi usually marks a preceding NP for LOCATION. As a clitic, however, it 
is often interpreted as marking ALLATIVE or ABLATIVE as well. This is shown in (80) and (81); in (80) =mi 
marks taʔan for ALLATIVE, whereas it marks it for ABLATIVE in (81). Example (82) contains both an 
ALLATIVE Melangvala and an ABLATIVE Dolabang.   
 
(80)  ana  taʔan=mi  ʔila  
  2SG.SBJ which=in  go 
  ‘Where do you go?’      (Steinhauer 2014: 200) 
 
(81)  ana  taʔan=mi  hoʔa 
  2SG.SBJ which=in  come   
  ‘Where do you come from?      (Steinhauer 2014: 200) 
 
(82) na melaŋvala=mi  dolabaŋ=mi ʔila 
  1SG.SBJ Melangvala=in Dolabang=in go 
  ‘I went from Melangvala to Dolabang’    (Steinhauer 2014: 200)  
 
The postposition =veŋ can also be either cliticising or incorporated. When cliticised, it means 
something like ‘with, at’, whereas it means something like ‘associated with’ as an incorporated part 
of the VP. This is interesting, because the meanings it expresses when cliticised tend to be more 
directly locational and visible, whereas it is often more abstract and less physical when it is a free-
standing part of the VP. This is shown in the following examples; in (83) and (84) =veŋ cliticises to a 
preceding NP and marks it for ALLATIVE (83) and INSTRUMENT (84) respectively. The arguments of =veŋ 
in these examples are physically involved and directly visible. 
 
(83) ʔana  n-ia=veŋ   hue 
  3SG.SBJ  1SG-leg=with  hit 
  'S/he hit at my leg'      (Steinhauer 2014: 201) 
 
(84) ʔana  ʔ-ia=veŋ   dolabaŋ=mi  ʔila 
  3SG.SBJ 3SG-leg-with Dolabang=in go 
  ‘S/he went by foot to Dolabang’     (Steinhauer 2014: 201) 
 
In examples (85) and (86), veŋ is a free-standing part of the VP and marks its preceding NPs for 
COMITATIVE (85) and THEME (86). Its arguments, jangu ‘woman’ and jaŋu ʔaŋu ‘that woman’ are less 
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directly and physically involved in the event than the arguments of the above two examples, i.e. 
being associated with someone and talking about someone are more abstract relations than hitting 
at something and using a body part physically. 
 
(85) ʔana  jangu  veŋ ʔila 
  3SG.SBJ  woman  with  already 
  'He is already married' (lit. he is already with woman, JW) (Steinhauer 2014: 201) 
 
(86) ʔana  jaŋu  ʔaŋu  veŋ  tutuk 
  3SG.SBJ woman that  with talk 
  ‘S/he talks about that woman’     (Steinhauer 2014: 201)  
 
Whereas both =mi and =veŋ may either cliticise to a preceding host or be a free-standing part of the 
VP, the postpositional verb =taŋ can only cliticise to a preceding host, and thus never functions as in 
INCORP. It always marks its host for LOCATION, usually meaning something like ‘on top of’ or ‘above’. 
 
(87)  ʔe   ɓili  t=oŋ=taŋ 
  3SG.POSS price 1PL=head=on 
  ‘The price of it rises over our heads’     (Steinhauer 2014: 173)  
 
There are a number auxiliary verbs marking NPs for a different kinds of roles. They inflect like verbs 
but cannot be the head of a predicate. The verb -eɓele ‘be towards, because of’ marks its preceding 
element for CAUSE. -abuŋ ‘be close to’ marks its preceding element for LOCATION. Both are present in 
(88) below, where eɓele marks ʔaŋu ‘that’ for CAUSE and abuŋ marks its reciprocal marker for 
LOCATION.  
 
(88) ʔaŋu  ʔ-eɓele   no   t-abuŋ   tia 
  that  3SG-be.because.of 1PL.EXCL.SBJ  RECP-be.close.to  sleep 
  ‘Because of that we slept close to each other’    (Steinhauer 2014: 213) 
 
Lastly there are the auxiliaries -aŋ ‘be to (someone)’ marking preceding element for ALLATIVE, and -at 
‘be with’ marks preceding element for COMITATIVE.  In (89) -aŋ marks the NP niva nimaŋ ‘my parents’ 
for ALLATIVE and in (90) –at marks its second person prefix for COMITATIVE.  
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(89) ʔana n-iva  n-imaŋ  ʔ-i-aŋ  taʔaniŋ hula 
  3SG.SBJ 1SG-mother 1SG-father 3-PL-be.to ask say 
  ‘S/he asked my parents..’      (Steinhauer 2014: 213) 
 
(90)  n-imaŋ  n-ot  i-at  be ʔ-eteri 
  1SG-father 1SG-order 2PL-be.with pig 3SG-hunt 
  ‘My father ordered me to hunt pigs with you’    (Steinhauer 2014: 213) 
 
Table (10): Participant-marking grid for Blagar 
Form  Verbhood Distribution Remarks 
met ’take’ PosP marks preceding NP for THEME or INSTRUMENT 
[NP{INS,THEME}⟵ met] PP              [(NP)             V] VP 
 
=ma ‘move’ boundPosP marks host NP for THEME  
[NP{INS}⟵=ma] PP                       [(NP)         V] VP  
 
-eɓele ‘be 
towards’ 
V (aux) marks preceding NP for CAUSE 
 
[NP{CAUSE} ⟵ eɓele ] VP                     [(NP)         V] VP 
  
-abuŋ ‘be close 
to’  
V (aux) marks preceding NP for LOCATION  
[NP{LOC}⟵ -abuŋ] VP                           [(NP)         V] VP 
 
-aŋ ‘be to’  V (aux) marks preceding NP for ALLATIVE 
[NP{ALL} ⟵ -aŋ] VP                                [(NP)        V] VP 
 
-at ‘be with’   V (aux) marks preceding NP for COMITATIVE 
[NP{COM}⟵ -at] VP                              [(NP)        V] VP 
 
mi ‘be in, at’ INCORP marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC}] NP                         ⟵ [mi      (NP)        V ] VP   
 
=mi ‘in, at, to, 
from’ 
bound PosP marks host NP for LOCATION, ABLATIVE or ALLATIVE  
[NP{LOC,ALL,ABL}⟵=mi] PP            [(NP)        V] VP  
 
veŋ ‘be with, 
by, about’ 
INCORP marks preceding NP for COMITATIVE or THEME  
[NP{COM,THEME}] NP               ⟵ [veŋ (NP)        V] VP   
 
=veŋ ‘with, at, 
against,’ 
bound PosP marks host NP for LOCATION or INSTRUMENT 
[NP{LOC,INS}⟵=veŋ] PP                [(NP)        V] VP 
 
=taŋ ‘on’ bound PosP marks host NP for LOCATION  
[NP{LOC}}⟵=taŋ] PP                    [(NP)        V] VP 
 
 
3.2.2 Kamang 
Like Blagar, Kamang shows a considerable degree of grammaticalisation in deverbal items marking 
participants. There are no fully lexical verbs, only postpositions and applicatives. 
     For starters, me ‘take’, as derived from the fully lexical met ‘take’ (Schapper 2014b: 34), can still 
function as the head of predicate but only rarely occurs clause-finally as most lexical verbs usually 
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can, and it cannot take aspectual inflection (which is the main property of verbs, Schapper 2014b: 
299). This is shown in (91), where me occurs clause-finally but cannot take aspectual inflection.  
 
(91)  marten ne-kine  na-at  me (*me-si / *me-ma) 
  marten  1SG.GEN-knife 1SG.PAT-from take  take-IPFV / take-PFV 
  ‘Marten took my knife from me’    (Schapper 2014b: 340)  
 
Me is defective in not being able to inflect, and it most often serves to introduce clausal participants. 
For example, it may mark the NP preceding it for INSTRUMENT, as in (92), or for THEME, as in (93). It 
most often introduces participants into a clause and it never inflects, but it may also be used verbally 
in the sense of taking something, not marking any participant. While it may still be used verbally in 
the semantic sense (i.e. expressing the act of taking something), it is formally indistinct from a 
postposition in participant-introducing SVCs and therefore classified as such (also see Section 1.3).  
 
(92) nai isei maa kii me maung-ma 
  1SG game edible palm.rib take make.hole-PFV 
  ‘I poked the meat with a palm rib’     (Schapper 2014b: 341) 
  
(93) al ni-sube   me yaa go-balkei 
  2SG 1PL.EXCL.GEN-chicken take go.until 3.LOC-sell 
  ‘You go sell your chicken’      (Schapper 2014b: 341)  
 
Kamang has four other de-verbal postpositions. These are mi ‘in’, wo ‘at’, taa ‘on’ and ii ‘under’. 
These can all be the head of a predicate, but lack other verbal properties such as aspect marking and 
verbal person marking. They can of course all head a postpositional phrase, but only two of them, 
wo- and mi-, may be incorporated into the VP, sometimes acting as an applicative in altering verb 
valence, sometimes merely marking a pre-existing argument for LOCATION. That these are not verbs is 
shown in (94), where mi ‘in’ fails to take aspect marking when heading a postpositional phrase. 
 
(94)  nal apui mi(*-si/-ma)  
  1SG  Apui in(*-PFV/-IPFV) 
  ‘I’m in Apui’       (Schapper 2014b: 303)
   
When part of a PP, these postpositions mark the preceding NP for LOCATION. This is shown in (95), 
where mi marks kadii ‘house’ for LOCATION. Incorporated mi-, as part of the VP, also marks the 
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preceding NP for LOCATION, but it may also mark it for ALLATIVE. This is shown in (95) and (96); (95) 
includes a monovalent verb ilia ‘look at’ taking the object sukuu ‘hole’. In (96), however, the same 
monovalent verb takes incorporated mi-. This does not alter the valence of the verb, but is does 
denote that the action is performed towards the object.  
 
(95) nil  kadii  mi 
  1PL.EXCL house  in 
  'We are in the house'      (Schapper 2014b: 317) 
 
(96) leon sukuu ilia 
  leon hole look.at 
  ‘Leon looked at the hole’     (Schapper 2014b: 328) 
 
(97) leon sukuu mi-ilai 
  leon hole in-look.at 
  ‘Leon looked into the hole’     (Schapper 2014b: 328) 
 
Marking an already present NP is most likely a functional extension of the participant-introducing 
function; incorporated mi- may also add a LOCATIVE or ALLATIVE participant, thus acting as an 
applicative. This is exemplified in (98) and (99). Example (98) contains a monovalent verb maa ‘walk’ 
which takes incorporated mi- in (99), allowing an ALLATIVE participant bong gaweh ‘trousers’.  
 
(98)  na maa 
  1SG.AGT walk 
  ‘I walk’        (Schapper 2014b: 328)  
 
(99)  na bong gaweh mi-maa 
   1SG.AGT tree fork in-walk 
  ‘I step into my trousers’      (Schapper 2014b: 328) 
 
Mi may also cliticise to a spatial deictic. In (100) below, =mi attaches to ak ‘here’ and forms a 
complex postposition. Only one such instance has been found.  
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(100)  pukang-pukang gaima sue ak=mi to-tawaah 
  guard-REDUP 3.ALL come here=in LOC-gather 
  ‘All of the guards come and gather here’    (Schapper 2014b: 347) 
 
As mentioned, wo- may also be incorporated, marking a preceding NP for THEME, often a stimulus of a 
cognitive event. This is seen in (102), where wo- acts as an applicative and adds a THEME mooia 
‘bananas’.  
 
(101) ne-muhung ga-lai 
 1SG.GEN-inside 3.PAT-glad 
  ’I am glad (lit. my insides are glad)’    (Schapper 2014b: 330)  
 
(102) nal mooi=a  wo-na-lai 
 1SG banana=SPEC at-1SG.PAT-glad 
  ’I enjoy bananas’ (lit. I am glad at bananas, JW)   (Schapper 2014b: 330) 
 
There are also other functions expressed by these incorporated postpositions, like iteration of 
events, but these are not taken to pertain to an NP and are discussed under in Section 3.2.9. 
 
Table (11): Participant-marking grid for Kamang 
Form  Verbhood Distribution Remarks 
me ’take’ PosP marks preceding NP for THEME, INSTRUMENT or CAUSEE 
[NP{INS,THEME,CAUSEE} ⟵ me] NP       [(NP)     V2] VP 
 
wo-  applicative marks preceding NP for THEME 
[NP{THEME}] NP                    ⟵[wo-V] VP     
 
mi-  applicative marks preceding NP for LOCATION or ALLATIVE 
[NP{LOC,ALL}] NP                        ⟵[mi-V] VP         
 
=mi ‘in’  bound PosP marks preceding spatial deictic for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC}⟵=mi ] PP                 [(NP)     V] VP                             
 
mi ‘in’ 
 
PosP marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC}        ⟵mi] PP            [(NP)     V] VP         
 
taa ‘on’ PosP marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC}        ⟵taa] PP           [(NP)     V] VP         
 
wo ‘at’ PosP marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC}        ⟵wo] PP            [(NP)     V] VP         
 
ii ‘under’ PosP marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC}        ⟵ii] PP               [(NP)     V] VP         
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3.2.3 Wersing 
Participant marking is Wersing is done with either full verbs in an SVC or by applicative prefixes, 
presumably all deriving from locative verbs. 
     The fully lexical verbs on ‘use’ and medi ‘take’ can introduce INSTRUMENTS. This is shown in (103), 
where on introduces kinai ‘knife’, and in (104), where medi introduces aka ‘fence’. 
 
(103) imi pok kinai on ken ba burik-a 
  man little knife use cloth DEF snap-REAL 
  ‘A young man cuts the cloth with a knife until it breaks’  (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 491)  
 
(104) sob ba aka medi le-belebel 
  house DEF fence take APPL-encircle 
  ‘The house is surrounded with a fence’   (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 492) 
 
One more participant-adding verb is discussed; the verb ming ‘be in’ may function as a V2 
introducing LOCATIONS or ALLATIVES. Unlike many of its cognates, this is still a fully lexical verb without 
any defects. This is shown in (105), where it is the head of the predicate and takes aspect marking.  
 
(105)  taida dein=a o-min-a 
  1PL.INCL PL=SPEC PROX-be.in-REAL 
  ‘We are all here’      (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 477) 
 
It marks any preceding NP for ALLATIVE, as in (106), or for LOCATION, as in (107). In SVCs such as (106) it 
is a V2. This is somewhat unexpected, since it has also developed into an applicative prefix, which 
was most likely a V1 historically. It is also unlike its cognates elsewhere in the sample, where it is 
most often a V1.  
 
(106)  n-mur  n-ya  lan  min-a 
  1SG-run  1SG-go  seaside  be.in-REAL 
  'I ran down to the beach'      (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 458) 
 
(107) pis  ba  cankir  g-mira  min-a 
  mango  DEF  cup  3-inside  be.in-REAL 
  'The mango is inside the cup'   (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 458) 
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Wersing has developed three applicatives: wa-, le- and mi-. The applicative mi- is demonstrably 
derived from ming ‘be in’, but the origin of le- is less clear. Assuming the likely situation of cognacy 
with neighbouring Sawila li- and Adang le-, it is derived from a proximate deictic verb ‘be.DIST’. The 
origins of wa- are least clear; it might be a cognate of the neighbouring Kamang postposition wo 
which marks LOCATIONS, or of the Teiwa verb wan ‘be, exist’, but this remains completely unsure.  
    Of these applicatives, wa- is least productive; it occurs only on the root nir ‘give’, marking its 
precedent NP for ALLATIVE as shown in (108) where it introduces the NP Markus.  
 
(108)  neta   buku  medi  Markus  wa-g-nir-a 
  1SG.AGT  book  take  Markus  APPL-3-give-REAL 
  'I gave a book to Markus'     (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 455) 
 
The applicative le- has a number of functions; it may introduce an ALLATIVE, LOCATION or CAUSE, as 
shown below. In (109) it introduces the ALLATIVE NP npa ‘my father’, in (110) it introduces the LOCATIVE 
NP med ‘table’ and in (111) it introduces the CAUSE NP tbaku ba ‘the cigarette’.  
 
(109) neta  surat  (medi)  n-pa   le-soi-a 
  1SG.AGT letter  take  1SG-father  APPL-send-REAL 
  'I sent a letter to my father'     (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 455) 
 
(110) cankir  ba  med  le-g-mit-a 
  cup  DEF  table  APPL-3-sit-REAL 
  'The cup sits on the table'    (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 485) 
 
(111) naida  tbaku  ba  le-dudun 
  1SG.TOP cigarette  DEF APPL-cough 
  'I cough on account of smoking'   (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 487) 
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Table (12): Participant-marking grid for Wersing 
Form  Verbhood Distribution Remarks 
on ‘use’ V marks preceding NP for INSTRUMENT 
[NP{INS}⟵ on] VP                         [(NP)     V2] VP 
 
medi ‘take’ V marks preceding NP for INSTRUMENT or THEME 
[NP{INS,THEME}⟵ medi] VP    [(NP)     V2] VP 
 
ming ‘be at’  V marks preceding NP for LOCATION or ALLATIVE 
[NP      V1] VP      [NP{LOC}  ⟵    ming] VP 
V2 
le-  applicative marks preceding NP for ALLATIVE, LOCATION or CAUSE 
[NP{ALL,LOC,CAUSE}] NP      ⟵ [le-V] VP 
 
mi-  applicative marks preceding NP for LOCATION  
[NP{LOC}] NP                          ⟵[mi-V] VP 
 
wa-  applicative marks preceding NP for ALLATIVE  
[NP{LOC}] NP                          ⟵[wa-V] VP 
 
 
 
3.2.4 Sawila 
Participant-marking in Sawila is characterised by a mixture of applicatives and full verbs, some of 
which are not found in participant-marking environments elsewhere in the sample.  
     In experiencer constructions, -dea ‘see’ is used. This is a fully lexical verb which marks its 
preceding element as CAUSE, as it does in (112), where its second person argument is prefixed to it. It 
may also express ALLATIVES, as in (113), where the direction of laughing is towards the first person, 
again prefixed to -dea (here -di).  
 
(112) nirra  a-dea  na-soorana 
  1SG.ACT 2SG.I-see  1SG.I-FIN.be.angry 
  ‘I am angry with you’      (Kratochvíl 2014: 429) 
 
(113)  erra na-di  yara 
  2SG.ACT 1SG.I-see  laugh 
  ‘You are laughing at me’      (Kratochvíl 2014: 429) 
   
The verb mi ‘take’, a reflex of TAP med with many cognates among Alor-Pantar languages, serves to 
mark its preceding NP for THEME. In (114) below, it marks the NP buku ‘book’ for THEME, creating a 
three-participant clause. In (115) it marks the NP dawang makala ‘poison’ for THEME.  
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(114)  girra  buku  mi  wii-i-rani 
  3.AGT  book  take  APPL-1PL.INCL-FIN.give 
  ‘He gave us a book’     (Kratochvíl 2014: 392)  
 
(115)  dawang             makala mi a-yaa  yana=ang wii-ga-ran 
  medicine  bitter take 2SG.I-go.down  DIST.L=DIST APPL-3.FIN.give 
  ‘Deliver the poison to him down there’    (Kratochvíl 2014: 430)  
 
It was noted above that wii ‘use’ introduces INSTRUMENTS. While this is still a fully lexical verb, it has 
also developed into an applicative prefix wii-, promoting an INSTRUMENT to core. This is shown (116), 
where it adds the NP kape ‘rope’.  
 
(116)  karupo angana kape wii-paasa 
  wound DIST.DEF rope APPL-bind 
  ‘The wound has to be bound with a rope’    (Kratochvíl 2014: 403)  
 
There are two other such applicatives, li- and ma-. These emerged out of the fully lexical verbs ma 
be.PROX’ and li ‘be.DIST’ respectively (Kratochvíl 2014: 397, footnote 9). Applicative li- is usually 
valence-rearranging. This can be seen in (118), where the original P in (117), we ‘goat’ is now the P of 
mi ‘take’. The verb paasa ‘bind’, takes aka ‘fence’ as its object while li- marks it for LOCATION and 
promotes it to core.  
  
(117)  girra  we  paasa 
  3.AGT goat bind 
  ‘He tied up the goat’      (Kratochvíl 2014: 401)  
 
(118)  girra we mi aka li-paasa 
  3.AGT goat take fence APPL-bind 
  ‘He has tied the goat to the fence’    (Kratochvíl 2014: 401)  
 
Whereas li- can promote an oblique to core, the applicative ma- usually does not influence verb 
valence. When it does, it also creates a slight shift in meaning. This can be seen by comparing (120) 
to (119) and (121). Example (119) involves a monovalent verb miti ‘sit’, the valence of which is 
increased by means of ma- in (120) and li- and (121), although the added participant is implied and 
covert. While in (121) there is just an implied LOCATIVE object, (120) also sees a shift in meaning from 
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‘sit’ to ‘stay’. For other functions of ma- and li-, mainly the denoting of increased and decreased 
effect, see Section 3.2.9 below, where these cases are discussed in more detail.  
 
(119) ne-pa  ga-miti 
  1SG-father 3-sit 
  ‘My father is sitting’      (Kratochvíl 2014: 401)  
 
(120)  ne-pa  ma-ga-miti 
  1SG-father APPL-3-sit 
  ‘My father is staying (here)     (Kratochvíl 2014: 401)  
  
(121)  ne-pa  li-ga-miti 
  1SG-father APPL-3-sit 
  ‘My father is sitting on (it)’     (Kratochvíl 2014: 401) 
 
Apart from being either free-standing verbs or applicatives, ma ‘be.PROX’ and li ‘be.DIST’ may also 
cliticise to spatial deictics such as anna ‘above’ and yana ‘below’, as well as NPs. This is shown in 
(122)-(124). It is not entirely clear whether these should be construed as postpositions or as verbs; 
ma and li are full verbs in themselves, and these deictic-clitic combinations can form independent 
predicates (Kratochvíl 2014: 370). However, I take cliticisation to be a sign of grammaticalisation, 
and, furthermore, a sign of a tight bond between a role marker and its complement. I will therefore 
analyse these as postpositions, similar to enclitics in Kamang and Blagar (see Sections 3.2.1/3.2.2).  
 
(122) se  mu  anna=ma  ga-miti  wuno 
  chicken  tree  above=be.PROX  3-sit  FIN.DUR 
  'The chicken is sitting here on the tree'   (Kratochvíl 2014: 370) 
 
(123)  se  mu  anna=li   ga-miti 
  chicken  tree  above=be.DIST  3-sit 
  'The chicken is sitting on the tree (over there)'   (Kratochvíl 2014: 370) 
 
(124)  [katu  daapuru=ma  dooka  ngana] ga-tiira   ga-muri 
   dog  kitchen=be.PROX  stand  DEF  3.I-drive.out  3.I-run 
  'Chase the dog standing in the kitchen!'    (Kratochvíl 2014: 384) 
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Table (13): Participant-marking grid for Sawila 
Form  Verbhood Distribution Remarks 
-dea ‘see’ V marks preceding NP for ALLATIVE or CAUSE 
[NP{ALL,STIM} ⟵dea]VP        [(NP)       V2]VP 
 
mi ‘take’ V marks preceding NP for THEME 
[NP{THEME}⟵ mi]VP                [(NP)       V2]VP 
 
wii ‘use’  V  marks preceding NP for INSTRUMENT 
[NP{INS}⟵ wii]VP                    [(NP)       V2]VP 
 
ma ‘be.PROX’ V marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC}⟵ ma]VP                     [(NP)       V2]VP 
 
li ‘be.DIST’  V marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC}⟵ li]VP                      [(NP)       V2]VP 
 
=ma bound PosP marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC}⟵=ma] PP      [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
=li bound PosP marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC}⟵=li ] PP             [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
wii-  applicative  marks preceding NP for INSTRUMENT 
[NP{INS} ]NP              ⟵[wii-V] VP 
from ‘use’ 
ma-  applicative marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC}]NP             ⟵[ma-V] VP 
from ‘be.PROX’ 
mainly non-valence-altering  
 li-  applicative marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC}]NP             ⟵[li-V] VP 
from ‘be.DIST’ 
 
 
3.2.5 Adang  
Participant-marking is Adang is characterised by a group of full verbs and a group of applicatives, 
with no apparent grammaticalising elements in between.  
     In section 3.1.5 it was already shown that the verbs puin ‘hold’ and -ra ‘be with’, which are both 
fully lexical verbs, introduce INSTRUMENTS and COMITATIVES. In (125) the verb puin ‘hold’ marks its 
preceding NP dir ‘knife’ as INSTRUMENT, whereas in (126) -ra ‘be with’ marks its prefixed first person 
plural argument as COMITATIVE. 
 
(125)  rin  dir  puɲ  ab  tatɔʔ 
  Rin knife hold fish chop 
  ‘Rin chopped fish with a knife’     (Haan 2001: 370) 
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(126)  adi ni-ra  mih 
  Adi  1PL.EXC-be.with sit 
  ‘Adi stayed with us’      (Haan 2001: 375) 
 
The verb med ‘take’ marks preceding NPs for THEME but can be omitted without a shift in meaning. In 
(127) and (128) it marks sɛŋ ‘money’ for THEME.  
 
(127)  ince sɛŋ (med)  dɛc mi 
  Ince money take wallet be.at 
  ‘Ince put some money in wallets’     (Haan 2001: 385) 
 
(128)  ella  sɛŋ (med) n-ɛŋ 
  Ella  money take 1SG-give 
  ‘Ella gave me some money’      (Haan 2001: 385) 
 
According to Robinson & Haan (2014: 280), the verbs puin ‘hold’ and med ‘take’ seem to be 
grammaticalising into deverbal postpositions. They do not give any motivation for this statement, 
however, and according to Fedden & Brown (2012), both verbs are fully lexical, can take aspect 
marking and be the sole predicate of a clause. This is shown in (129), where med is the sole predicate 
of the clause and takes aspect marking, and (130)-(131), where puin is the sole predicate of the 
clause and takes aspect marking respectively. 
 
(129) ‘ai lote nu ‘ai ob nu abung 
  child male one child woman one near 
  gelas puin=eh  ho ‘-atang mi med 
  glass hold=PROG DEF 3-hand be.in take 
  ‘A young man takes a glass that a woman is holding in her hand’  (Fedden & Brown 2012: 3) 
 
(130) ani hur puin 
  Ani spoon hold 
  ‘Ani held spoons’                     (Fedden & Brown 2012: 3) 
 
(131)  name mok med=am 
  person mug take=PFV 
  ‘Someone took a mug’                                    (Fedden & Brown 2012: 3) 
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There are a number of other postpositional verbs, which mark NPs for LOCATION: mi ‘be in’, ta ‘be on’, 
which may also mean ‘add’ (Robinson & Haan 2014: 233, 249), and far ‘be under’. These are fully 
lexical verbs without any loss of verbal characteristics. This is shown in (132)-(134), where they are 
the head of the respective predicates and take aspect marking.  
 
(132)  sɛŋ  dec  mi-eh 
  money  wallet  in-PROG 
  'There is some money in the wallet'    (Robinson & Haan 2014: 240) 
 
(133)  tuaʔai  meja  ta-eh 
  cup  table  on-PROG 
  'There is a cup on the table’     (Robinson & Haan 2014: 240) 
 
(134)  bal  meja  far-eh 
  ball  table  under-PROG 
  'Balls are under tables'     (Robinson & Haan 2014: 240) 
 
Adang also has a set of applicatives, namely the allative applicatives ɛ-/lɛ- marking ALLATIVES, el- 
marking ablatives and u- marking THEMES, GOALS and BENEFICIARIES.7 The applicatives ɛ- and lɛ- mark 
slightly different types of roles (Haan 2001: 276-287) but essentially both mark ALLATIVES and are 
subsumed under the same type here. The applicative lɛ- comes from the verb lɛ ‘be to’ which marks 
NPs for ALLATIVE as well, as shown in (136). In (135) ɛ- introduces the participant Rony and marks it for 
ALLATIVE. In (137) el- introduces the participant John and marks it for ABLATIVE.  
 
(135) Rudy ʔɛ Rony ʔ-ɛ-hɔʔ  nɛnɛ 
  Rudy NEG Rony 3.OBV-APPL-come NEG 
  ‘Rudy did not go toward Rony’    (Haan 2001: 279)  
 
(136)  na baŋ lɛ mid 
  1SG.SBJ house be.to ascend 
  ‘I come to the house’     (Robinson & Haan 2014: 235) 
 
                                                          
7 There is another allative applicative ɔ-, which is very unproductive (Robinson & Haan 2014: 269) and will not be further discussed here.  
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(137) supi sɛŋ John ʔ-el-tafuniŋ 
  3PL money John 3.OBV-APPL-hide 
  ‘They hid Money from John’     (Haan 2001: 291)  
 
The applicative u-, most likely a cognate of the Teiwa and Klon applicative u- and almost equally 
multifunctional, marks THEMES, as in (138), ALLATIVES, as in (139), and BENEFICIARIES as in (140).  Similar 
to its Teiwa and Klon cognates, its origins are unclear. 
 
(138) ʔai tumɔʔ nu mih na nu u-muniŋ 
  person old one sit thing one APPL-smell 
  ‘An old person sits and smells something’    (Haan 2014: 270)  
 
(139) Roni nari u-hɔʔ 
  Roni 1SG.OBJ APPL-come 
  ‘Roni comes to me’    (Robinson & Haan 2014: 270)
  
(140)  Eli Ani u-aʔɔme 
  Eli Ani APPL-pray 
  ‘Eli prays for Ani’     (Robinson & Haan 2014: 270)
  
It not clear in every case what the origins of these applicatives are, although some suggestions can be 
made. Lɛ-, on which ɛ- could be based, comes from the verb lɛ ‘be to’, which marks NPs for ALLATIVE, 
as shown above. It might be cognate with the Sawila applicative li- marking LOCATIONS and 
BENEFACTIVES and the Wersing applicative li- marking ALLATIVES, LOCATIONS and CAUSES which are derived 
from a deictic ‘be’-verb. The origins of u- are less clear; it occurs as a multifunctional applicative in 
both Teiwa and Klon in the same form and is most likely related to them. In all languages, however, 
the origin is unknown. The only (de-)verbal item I was able to find that was somewhat similar to u- is 
the Kamang applicative wo-, which also marks THEMES. Their relatedness remains completely unsure, 
however.  
     Table 14 below summarises the participant-marking results for Adang. 
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Table (14): Participant-marking grid for Adang 
Form  Verbhood Distribution Remarks 
puin ‘hold’ V marks preceding NP for INSTRUMENT 
[NP{COM} ⟵puin] VP        [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
-ra ‘be with’  V marks preceding NP for COMITATIVE 
[NP{COM} ⟵ ra] VP             [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
med ‘take’ V marks preceding NP for THEME 
[NP{THEME}⟵ med] VP    [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
ta ‘be on’ V marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC}⟵ ta] VP                [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
mi ‘be in’ V marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC}⟵ mi] VP               [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
far ‘be under’ V marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[NP{LOC} ⟵ far] VP            [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
lɛ ‘be to’  V marks preceding NP for ALLATIVE 
[NP{ALL}⟵ lɛ] VP                 [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
ɛ- / lɛ- applicative marks preceding NP for ALLATIVE 
[NP{ALL} ] NP                 ⟵[ɛ-/lɛ-V] VP 
 
el-  applicative marks preceding NP for ABLATIVE 
[NP{ABL} ] NP                       ⟵[el-V] VP 
 
u- applicative marks preceding NP for THEME, ALLATIVE or BENEFACTIVE 
[NP{THEME,ALL,BEN} ] NP   ⟵[u-V] VP 
 
 
 
3.2.6 Klon 
In Klon some participants can be added through verb serialisation, although this is not as prevalent as 
it is in other Alor-Pantar languages. This is arguably due to the presence of two applicatives, one of 
which, u-, is very multifunctional in its role-marking. 
     The verb puin ‘hold’ marks its predecessor NP for INSTRUMENT. This is shown in (141), where puin 
marks its preceding NP peh kbor ong ‘the bow and arrow’ for INSTRUMENT. The same can be achieved 
with the applicative prefix mi-, which attaches to a succeeding verb and marks its preceding NP for 
INSTRUMENT. This is displayed in (142), where the applicative marks kbak ‘spear’ for INSTRUMENT.  
 
(141)  qad bo nok bo peh kbor ong puin g-tap diqiri 
  come SEQ good SEQ bow arrow   this hold 3-shoot think 
  ‘It came so I thought to use the bow and arrow to shoot it’ (Baird 2008: 315)  
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(142)  bo kwet op ga kbak mi-tpan 
  SEQ basket that 3.ACT spear APPL-stab 
  ‘Then she stabbed the basket with a spear..’    (Baird 2008: 214) 
 
The verbs ma ‘come’ and mi ‘be at’ mark the preceding NP for THEME and LOCATION. Both mi and ma 
are obligatory in what Baird (2008: 316-8) calls ‘placement SVCs’, which express the event of 
transferring a THEME, as marked by ma, and placing it in or at a LOCATION argument, as marked by mi. 
This is shown in (143). 
 
(143)  ge ih pi ma qon mi 
  3POSS  fruit 1PL come pot be.at 
  ‘We put its fruit in a pot’      (Baird 2008: 316-7)  
 
Mi is a locational verb that can mean either ‘be in’, when its complement in animate, or ‘place (at)’ 
when its complement is inanimate. It has postpositional characteristics in marking its preceding NP 
for LOCATION. This is shown in (144), where mi marks hwak and hwak weer ‘the river Hwak’. It best 
interpreted as part of the VP, however, since mi and the NP preceding it do not form a constituent. 
This is shown in (145), where no NP precedes it because it (lale hwak weer ‘below’ Hwak river’) has 
been moved to clause-initial position, while mi remains in the VP.  
 
(144)  hwak mi awar, hwak weer mi        taa’ 
  Hwak be.at return  Hwak river be.at sleep 
  ‘..returned to Hwak, slept at the river Hwak’    (Baird 2008: 319-20) 
 
(145)  lale hwak weer ini gen agai, mi taa 
  below Hwak river 3PL reach go be.at sleep 
  ‘They went until below Hwak river, sleeping (there)’   (Baird 2010: 197) 
 
Mi has also developed into an applicative mi-, attaching to its succeeding verb. Contrary to mi as a 
verb, it introduces an INSTRUMENT argument. This is shown in (146), where mi- attaches to eweel 
‘bathe’, as well as ruh ‘massage’ and marks a covert INSTRUMENT argument (‘you use [it]’).  
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(146) a  naaq  a  kde=we  a  mi-eweel  a  mi-ruh. 
  2SG.ACT  drink  2SG.ACT  eat=DIS  2SG.ACT  APPL-bathe  2SG.ACT APPL-massage 
  ‘You drink (it) you eat (it), you use (it) to bathe, you use (it) to massage’ (Baird 2008: 214) 
 
The difference between mi- as an applicative and mi as a verb is illustrated in (147) and (148). In 
(147) mi- marks kacamata ‘glasses’ for INSTRUMENT, while mi marks oot ‘room’ for LOCATION in (148). 
 
(147)  na kacamata mi-uur 
  1SG.ACT glasses  APPL-see 
  ‘I see with glasses’      (Baird 2010: 199) 
 
(148)  bo ga oot mi uur 
  SEQ 3.ACT room be.at see 
  ‘And [she] looked into the room [..]’    (Baird 2010: 199) 
 
A somewhat rarer and seemingly recent development is the use of mi on temporal adverbs. In (149) 
mi forms a constituent with minuk ‘once’. This renders it more postposition-like than verbal mi, 
suggesting grammaticalisation in two different directions: that of a postposition as well as an 
applicative (see Baird 2010: 199-201).   
 
(149)  minuk  mi ini a weer agai 
  one.moment be.at 3PL 3 river go 
  ‘Once they went to a river..’     (Baird 2010: 200) 
 
There is also another, highly multifunctional applicative u- which introduce a variety of participants, 
among which PATIENTS (e.g. kde ‘eat’ u-kde ‘eat something’), ALLATIVES (e.g. go-kar ‘call him’ u-go-kar 
‘call something to him’), CAUSES (e.g. ebeer ‘die’ u-ebeer ‘die from something’) and THEMES (e.g. buser 
‘talk’ u-buser ‘talk about something’). It has also developed a number of idiosyncratic meanings (e.g. 
g-uuh ‘hold her on hip’ u-g-uuh ‘hold her more on hip’ and g-ab ‘be close to him’ u-g-ab ‘dock’) and 
can be used on nouns and adjectives (Baird 2008: 206f.).  
     Table 15 below summarises the participant-marking results for Klon. 
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Table (15): Participant-marking grid for Klon  
Form  Verbhood Distribution Remarks 
puin ‘hold’ V  marks preceding NP as INSTRUMENT 
[NP{INS}⟵ puin] VP           [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
ma ‘come’ V marks preceding NP as THEME 
[NP{THEME}⟵ ma] VP       [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
mi ‘be in, at’ V marks preceding NP as LOCATION  
[NP{LOC}⟵ mi] VP               [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
mi ‘in, at’  PosP marks preceding adverb as LOCATION 
[ADV{LOC}    ⟵mi]ADV  
 
mi- APPL applicative marks preceding NP as INSTRUMENT 
[NP{INS}] NP                                     ⟵[mi-V] VP 
from ‘be in, at’ 
u- APPL applicative marks preceding NP as PATIENT, ALLATIVE,  THEME or CAUSE 
[NP{PAT,ALL,THEME,CAUSE}] NP     ⟵[u-V] VP 
origin unknown 
 
 
3.2.7 Teiwa 
In Teiwa participant-marking is characterised by a high use of lexical verbs; it has various verbs that 
introduce clausal participants, two of which (ma ‘come’ and wan ‘be, exist’) mark a large number of 
roles. There is also a very multifunctional applicative u- of unknown origin.  
     The verb pin ‘hold’ marks its preceding NP for COMITATIVE. In other languages in the sample that 
have a cognate of this verb, such as Adang, it is used to introduce an INSTRUMENT. In (150) pin marks 
the NP gon quan ‘gong and drum’ for COMITATIVE.   
 
(150) iman gon quan pin te 
  they gong drum hold  walk 
  ‘..they walked off with the gong and drum’    (Klamer 2010: 316) 
 
THEMES are introduced by mat ‘take’. This is shown in (151), where mat marks meet ‘betelvine’ for 
THEME in a three-participant give-event. Mat may also introduce an INSTRUMENT, as shown in (152) 
where it introduces ped ‘machete’.  
 
(151)  na  meet   mat-an   ha-mian 
  1s  betelvine  take-REAL  2s-put.at 
   ‘I give you some betelvine’     (Klamer 2010: 358)  
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(152) ped  mat  ma  man  taxar 
  machete  take  come  grass  cut 
  ‘Cut the grass with a machete’     (Klamer 2010: 317)  
 
There is a locational verb me’ ‘be in’. Similar to its many cognates in the sample, it marks LOCATIONS. 
In (153) it introduces the NP maran ‘hut’. In the instances I found it was a V2. 
 
(153)  iman ta wa maran me’-en.. 
  they TOP go hut be.in-REAL 
  ‘They went to stay in the hut..’     (Klamer 2010: 322) 
 
The verb ma ‘come’ is used for the introduction of INSTRUMENTS, ABLATIVES, ALLATIVES and THEMES, along 
with some other, non-participant-adding functions (see 3.1.9). In (154) ma introduces the NP saf her 
‘river’ and marks it for ALLATIVE, whereas it marks Sangubal for ABLATIVE in (155). 
 
(154) ba’-an yaa saf  her  ma yaa 
  fall-REAL descend river.bank bottom.part come descend 
  ‘(after) falling down into the river..’    (Klamer 2010: 332) 
 
(155)  Sangubal  ma bir-an daa 
  Sangubal  come run-REAL ascend 
  ‘The refugee(s) who ran up from Sangubal’    (Klamer 2010: 332) 
 
Ma may also introduce THEMES and INSTRUMENTS, as displayed in (156) and (157). It marks the NP nuk 
ped ‘a machete’ for INSTRUMENT in (156) and si’ ‘spoon’ for THEME, in this case an unaffected object of 
transfer in (157). It also serves as an INSTRUMENT marker in the second clause (to eat [with]), albeit 
without an overt NP.  
  
(156)  uy nuk ped ma tei taxar 
  person one machete come wood cut 
  ‘Someone cuts wood with a machete’    (Klamer 2010: 333)  
 
(157) si’ ma na-mian / na ma ina 
  spoon come 1SG-put.at 1SG come eat 
  ‘Give me a spoon to eat’     (Klamer 2010: 334)  
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The verb wan ‘be exist’ may mark introduce participants with the roles of LOCATION, ALLATIVE, THEME 
and COMITATIVE. In example (158) wan introduces the NP hafan ‘village and marks it for LOCATION, or, 
depending on interpretation, ALLATIVE. In example (159) wan introduces Kri Titing ‘Mr. Titing’ and 
marks it for THEME, as it is an unaffected object of inquiry in the event.  
 
(158) na  hafan  wan  hadan  tau 
  1s  village  be  reach PFV 
  ‘I have arrived at / reached the village’   (Klamer 2010: 348)  
 
(159) na  wa  kri  titing  wan  taxani 
  1s  go  Mr.  Titing  be  ask.for.information 
  ‘I’ll find out about Mr. Titing’     (Klamer 2010: 359)  
 
Wan may also mark an NP for COMITATIVE. This is shown in (160) and (161); example (160) contains a 
monotransitive verb de’ ‘burn’ with a subject a and an object na’an. In example (161) wan introduces 
an additional COMITATIVE participant which is implied and remains covert. I have not been able to find 
similar examples with overt participants.  
  
(160)  a  na’an  de’-en 
  3SG  1SG  burn-REAL 
  ‘He burns me’       (Klamer 2010: 350) 
 
(161) a  na’an  ø wan  de’-en. 
  3SG 1SG   be  burn-REAL 
  ‘He burns me [along] with something [else]’    (Klamer 2010: 350) 
 
Additionally to the above-mentioned verbs, Teiwa has an applicative u-, which may introduce 
BENEFACTIVES, COMITATIVES, LOCATIONS and ALLATIVES. The origin of this applicative is unclear, and its 
multi-functionality suggests that it might be rather old, making it even more difficult to find its 
source. What we do know, however, is that in Klon and Adang, two almost-neighbouring languages, 
this applicative is also present and equally multi-functional.  
     In Teiwa applicative constructions, the applied object is prefixed to the verb. This is seen in (162), 
where the intransitive verb bangan takes an ABLATIVE third person singular object (ask from), as 
incorporated into the VP by the person marker g-. In example (163) the third person referent is 
interpreted as a BENEFACTIVE object. In (164) below it, the same applied object is interpreted as an 
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ALLATIVE in (164) and as a LOCATION in (165). In (166 the applied object is a COMITATIVE. 
 
(162)  g-um-bangan  
  3SG-APPL-ask.for.something  
  ‘Ask something from him/her’     (Klamer 2010: 113) 
 
(162)  g-um-paxai  
  3SG-APPL-divide  
  ‘Share with him/her (lit. divide for him/her)’    (Klamer 2010: 113)  
 
(164)  g-un-dagar 
3SG-APPL-be.visible 
  ‘Turn/face towards him/her’ (lit. be visible to him/her)   (Klamer 2010: 113) 
 
(165)  g-um-ba’  
  3SG-APPL-fall  
  ‘Meet him/her (lit. fall at him/her)’     (Klamer 2010: 113)  
 
(166)  ga’-t-um-pin-an  
  3SG-DISTR-APPL-hold-REAL  
  ‘Go together with somebody (lit. holding eachother with somebody)’ (Klamer 2010: 116) 
Table (16): Participant-marking grid for Teiwa 
Form  Verbhood Distribution Remarks 
ma ‘come’  V marks preceding NP for INSTRUMENT, ALLATIVE, ABLATIVE or THEME 
[NP{INS,ABL,ALL,THEME}⟵ ma  ] VP          [(NP)         V2] VP 
 
mat ‘take’  V marks preceding NP for THEME, INSTRUMENT 
[NP{THEME} ⟵ mat] VP                                [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
wan ‘be, exist’ V marks preceding NP for LOCATION, ALLATIVE, THEME or COMITATIVE 
[NP{LOC,ALL,THEME,COM}⟵ wan ] VP     [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
pin ‘hold’  V marks preceding NP for COMITATIVE 
[NP{COM}⟵ pin] VP                                       [(NP)        V2] VP 
 
me’ ‘be in, at’ V marks preceding NP for LOCATION 
[(NP) V1] VP                              [NP{LOC}     ⟵ me’] VP 
V2 
u- APPL applicative  marks preceding NP for RECIPIENT, BENEFACTIVE, COMITATIVE, 
LOCATION or ALLATIVE 
[NP[REC,BEN,COM,LOC,ALL} ] NP    ⟵ [u-V] VP 
origin unknown 
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3.2.8 Grammaticalisation and function  
Table (17) below shows the combined results of all participant-markers. Cognates are grouped and 
sorted by the number of languages they occur in, markers of unknown origin are at the bottom.  
Table (17): combined results of participant-markers 
meaning/source language form status marks for 
‘(be) in’ Blagar mi PP location 
  =mi bound PosP location, allative, ablative 
 Kamang mi PosP location 
  =mi bound PosP location 
  mi- applicative location, allative 
 Adang mi V location 
 Wersing mi- applicative location 
  ming V location 
 Klon mi V location 
 Klon mi PosP location 
 Klon mi- applicative instrument 
 Teiwa me’ V location 
‘take’ Blagar met PosP theme, instrument 
 Kamang me PosP theme, instrument, causee 
 Sawila mi V theme 
 Adang med V theme 
 Wersing medi V theme, instrument 
 Teiwa mat V theme, instrument 
‘be.DIST’ Sawila li V location 
  =li bound PosP location 
  li- applicative location 
 Adang lɛ V allative 
  lɛ- applicative allative 
 Wersing le- applicative allative, location, cause  
‘(be) on’ Blagar =taŋ bound PosP location 
 Kamang taa PosP location 
 Adang ta V location 
‘hold’ Klon puin V instrument 
 Teiwa pin V comitative 
 Adang puin V instrument 
‘be.PROX’ Sawila ma V location 
  =ma bound PosP location 
  ma- applicative location 
‘(be) with’ Blagar veŋ INCORP comitative, theme, instrument 
  =veŋ bound PosP location, instrument 
‘come’ Teiwa ma V theme, instrument, ablative, allative 
 Klon ma V theme 
‘(be) at’ Kamang wo PosP location 
 Kamang wo- applicative theme 
‘use’ Sawila wii V instrument 
  wii- applicative instrument 
‘use’  Wersing on V instrument 
‘(be) close to’ Blagar -abuŋ V (aux) location 
‘(be) to’ Blagar -aŋ V (aux) allative 
‘(be) under’ Kamang ii PosP location 
‘(be) with’ Adang -at V (aux) comitative 
‘(be) with’ Adang -ra V comitative 
‘(be) under’ Adang far V location 
‘move’ Blagar =ma bound PosP theme 
‘be, exist’ Teiwa wan V location, allative, theme, comitative 
‘see’ Sawila -dea V allative, stimulus 
unknown Adang u- applicative theme, allative, benefactive 
 Klon u-   applicative theme, allative, recipient 
 Teiwa u- applicative allative, comitative, location, benefactive 
unknown Adang el- applicative ablative 
unknown Wersing wa- applicative location 
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This table yields a number of observations which will be given first, after which a few individual 
cognate items from the table will be discussed in more detail. 
     All languages in the sample have means of introducing participants into a clause and role-marking 
them. While some languages mainly make use of full verbs (e.g. Teiwa, and to lesser extent Adang), 
all languages show a number of de-verbal items at some point further down the grammaticalisation 
cline, albeit to varying extents: Teiwa has no adpositions, but it has a presumably de-verbal 
applicative; Adang had no adpositions but a number of applicatives; Klon, with mi being both a 
applicative and a postposition, has grammaticalisation in both directions along with full verbs; Sawila, 
while mostly incorporating (de-)verbs into the VP, also has postpositions that cliticise to preceding 
NPs and spatial deictics as well as full verbs; Wersing only has verbs and applicatives; Kamang has 
only postpositions, bound postpositions and applicatives; Blagar has incorporated postpositions 
along with bound postpositions, and various auxiliaries. 
     Two items are prevalent throughout the sample; some form of mi/=mi/mi-/ming ‘in, be in’ occurs 
in all languages in the sample except Sawila and almost always marks an NP for LOCATION while its 
functions have extended to other uses in some cases. Some form of mi/med/medi/mat/me ‘take’ 
occurs in six of the languages in the sample, and marks THEMES as well as INSTRUMENTS in some cases. 
There are a few other elements with a smaller number of reflexes in the sample, some of which are 
used in only one or two languages (e.g. dea ‘see’ in Sawila, far ‘be under’ in Adang). These 
independent developments suggest that serialisation is productive in Alor-Pantar languages. 
     The grammaticalisation of lexical verbs into deverbs occurs in two directions, often even within 
one language; some verbs develop into INCORPS or applicatives and are drawn into the VP of the V2, 
whereas some grammaticalise into (bound) postpositions and project PPs rather than VPs. What 
underlies these differences is not clear, but a few observations can be made. With regard to the 
structure of SVCs, there are in fact two major possibilities, depending on the transitivity of the V2. 
When the V2 is intransitive the V1 is adjacent to it, when the V2 is transitive there is an NP, the 
complement of the V2, in between both verbs.  
 
(i) [NP {ROLE}     ⟵V1] VP                            [V2] VP  
(ii)  [NP {ROLE}        ⟵V1] VP                            [NP        V2] VP 
 
This means that for some types of constructions, the incorporation of postpositions, as emerged 
from the V1 into the VP of the V2 is not expected. This goes, for example, for transfer-events (‘X 
gives/sends Y to Z’) and constructions with INSTRUMENTAL participants (‘X does Y with Z’). Examples of 
both are given in (167) and (168) from Wersing and Adang; example (167) contains an instrumental 
verb on ‘use’ which is separated from the V2 burik ‘snap’, which has an object complement ken ba 
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‘the cloth’. Example (168) contains a theme-marking verb med ‘take’ which is separated from the V2 
mi ‘be in’ by the V2-complement dɛc ‘wallet’.  
 
(167) imi pok [kinai N on V] VP [ken ba NP burik-a] VP 
  man little knife use cloth DEF snap-REAL 
  ‘A young man cuts the cloth with a knife until it breaks’  (Schapper & Hendery 2014: 491)  
  
(168)  ince [sɛŋ N med V] VP [dɛc N  mi V] VP 
  Ince money take wallet be.in 
  ‘Ince put some money in wallets’     (Haan 2001: 385) 
 
Another possible explanation for the different directions of grammaticalisation might lie in the 
relationship between a V1 and its complement. If we look at the results in Table (17) once again, we 
see that there seems to be a slight tendency for LOCATIONAL markers to draw towards their NP 
complement and form a PP, and for non-LOCATIONAL markers to be transferred into the VP; verbs 
meaning ‘in’ (the mi-group) occur in twelve different forms in the data, five of which are (bound) 
postpositions. We also see that one of the applicatives, Klon mi-, marks INSTRUMENTS rather than 
LOCATIONS. Markers meaning ‘on’ occur in three different forms, two of which are postpositions. A 
few other locative markers meaning ‘under’ or ‘at’ also occur as postpositions at least once. By 
contrast, most action verbs (e.g. ‘come’, ‘hold’, ‘use’, ‘see’) either remain full verbs or become 
applicatives. This suggests that there is at least some relation between locational marking and the 
formation of postpositions. This is also what distinguishes the meaning conveyed by INCORPS as 
opposed to bound PosPs in Blagar; whereas bound PosPs denote directly observable LOCATIONAL 
relations, INCORPS denote more abstract relations, as shown in (169) and (170). 
 
(169) ʔana  jaŋu  ʔaŋu  veŋ  tutuk 
  3SG.SBJ woman that with talk 
  ‘S/he talks about that woman’     (Steinhauer 2014: 201)  
 
(170) ʔana  n-ia=veŋ   hue 
  3SG.SBJ  1SG-leg=with  hit  
  'S/he hit at my leg'      (Steinhauer 2014: 201) 
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There are quite a number of items that are either applicatives or full verbs, such as wii ‘use’ in Sawila, 
lɛ ‘be.PROX’ in Adang and ming ‘be in’ in Wersing. This suggests that verbs might be directly 
incorporated, syntactically and phonologically, into the VP of the V2, without any signs of gradual 
grammaticalisation into a postposition. This is in fact often attested cross-linguistically (Peterson 
2007: 123-5). It may, however, also be an accidental snapshot of a synchronic stage in which items 
find themselves at two extreme ends of the grammaticalisation cline simultaneously. 
     Below a number of cognates are discussed in more detail and given a place on the 
grammaticalisation cline I proposed in Section 1. In some cases the functional expansion of role 
marking is visualised.  
 
‘(be) in’  
Table (18) below shows a group of cognates meaning ‘(be) in’, along with their marking functions and 
statuses of grammaticalisation. 
 
Table (18): grammaticalisation grid of ‘in’ 
‘(be) in’ Blagar mi INCORP location 
  =mi bound PosP location, allative, ablative 
 Kamang mi PosP location 
  =mi bound PosP location 
  mi- applicative location, allative 
 Adang mi V location 
 Wersing mi- applicative location 
  ming V location 
 Klon mi V location 
 Klon mi PosP location 
 Klon mi- applicative instrument 
 Teiwa me’ V location 
 
 
As for their marking functions, all but one reflex (Klon mi-) mark NPs for LOCATION. In Kamang mi- may 
also mark for ALLATIVE, and in Blagar =mi may mark for ALLATIVE and ABLATIVE. Since there are no 
reflexes that may mark an ALLATIVE-ABLATIVE but not a LOCATION, I take these to be functional 
expansions of locative marking. This development is visualised in Figure (5).  
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Figure (5): functional expansion of ‘in’ 
 
With regard to grammaticalisation, we see items at various stages of the cline; in Blagar and Kamang 
there is a bound postposition =mi; mi turns up as a postposition in Kamang and Klon and as an 
INCORP in Blagar; in Wersing, Kamang and Klon mi- may be incorporated as an applicative and it 
occurs in various verbal forms in Klon, Adang, Wersing and Teiwa. These different stages are 
captured in Figure (6). 
 
      
 
             Figure (6): grammaticalisation of ‘in’ 
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‘take’ 
Table (19) below shows a group of cognates meaning ‘take’, as well as their marking functions and 
statuses of grammaticalisation. 
 
Table (19): grammaticalisation grid of ‘take’ 
language form status marks for 
Blagar met PosP theme, instrument 
Kamang me PosP theme, instrument, causee  
Sawila mi V theme 
Adang med V theme 
Wersing medi V theme, instrument 
Teiwa mat V theme, instrument 
               
 
With regard to function, we see that all members may mark an NP for THEME (typically ‘take X give Y’). 
I will therefore assume that other uses of these reflexes are extensions of its function as a theme-
marker. In four languages, it may also mark an INSTRUMENT. This extension comes as no surprise, since 
the handling of objects often also involves taking them. In Kamang, me may also mark a CAUSEE. This 
functional expansion is visualised in Figure (7). 
 
 
     Figure (7): functional expansion of 'take’ 
 
 
With respect to grammaticalisation, in most languages ’take’ has retained its verbal form. In Kamang 
me shows signs of grammaticalisation such as phonological reduction and the inability to take aspect, 
while it may still be used verbally. The Blagar/Kamang postposition met is the only reflex that has lost 
all verbal properties, and has drawn towards the NP it marks. The various stages of 
grammaticalisation encountered are visualised in Figure (8) below. 
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        Figure (8): grammaticalisation of ‘take’ 
 
‘on’ 
Table (20) below shows some cognates of (de-)verbal items with a common verbal locational origin 
‘be on’.  
 
Table (20): grammaticalisation grid of ‘on’ 
language form status marks for 
Blagar =taŋ bound PosP location 
Kamang taa PosP location 
Adang ta V location 
  
 
These behave similar to the ‘in’-group, but see fewer reflexes. This might be due to its more specific 
meaning; where ‘in’ can denote various types of spatial and abstract relations, the instances of ‘on’ I 
found mostly denote object physically on top of another or abstract concepts above one another 
(e.g. ‘its price rises over our heads’). It thus typically only marks specific types of location and has 
seen little functional expansion. With regard to grammaticalisation we see reflexes at various stages 
on the cline, visualised in Figure (9). 
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       Figure (9): grammaticalisation of ‘on’ 
 
‘be.DIST’ 
Table (21) below shows six reflexes of a verb meaning ‘be (distal)’.  
 
Table (21): grammaticalisation grid of ‘be.DIST’ 
language form status marks for 
Sawila li V location 
Sawila =li bound PosP location 
Sawila li- applicative location 
Adang lɛ V allative 
Adang lɛ- applicative allative 
Wersing le- applicative allative, location, cause 
 
Like most locational verbs, it shows varying, but often considerable degrees of grammaticalisation; in 
Sawila, Adang and Wersing it is incorporated as an applicative and in Sawila it may also function as a 
bound postposition, cliticising to NPs and adverbial phrases. These stages of grammaticalisation are 
visualised in Figure (10).  
 
 
       Figure (10): grammaticalisation of ‘be.DIST’ 
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‘hold’ 
Table (22) below shows three reflexes of a verb meaning ‘to hold’. It occurs in (at least) Adang, Klon 
and Teiwa, and despite its prevalence as a participant-marker it has remained fully lexical in all three 
languages. This is not completely surprising; as mentioned, locational verbs are more prone to 
grammaticalisation than action verbs, and ‘hold’ typically occurs in an NP V1 NP V2-structure. Its lack 
of grammaticalisation is visualised in Figure (11), where all reflexes are situated at the top of the tree.  
 
Table (22): grammaticalisation grid of ‘hold’ 
language form status marks for 
Adang puin V instrument 
Klon puin V instrument 
Teiwa pin V comitative 
    
 
 
   
           Figure (11): grammaticalisation of ‘hold’ 
 
As regards marking function, Teiwa uses pin as a COMITATIVE marker (e.g. holding one another 
denoting joint action, or holding something while walking), whereas Klon and Adang use it as an 
INSTRUMENT marker. This points towards independent developments, as Figure (12) shows, although a 
drift from INSTRUMENTAL to COMITATIVE marking in Teiwa cannot be excluded.  
 
                          
            Figure (12): functional expansion of ‘hold’ 
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3.2.9 Functional coverage and expansion 
The functional coverage of (de-)verbal markers are displayed in Table (23). Markers of unknown 
origin are marked with an asterisk. There are four functions found in only one language, these are 
shown at the bottom of the table.  
 
Table (23): combined marking functions 
 Blagar Kamang Wersing Sawila Adang Klon Teiwa 
theme =ma ‘move’ 
met ‘take’ 
veŋ ‘with’ 
me ‘take’, 
wo- ‘at’ 
medi ‘take’ mi ‘take’ med ‘take’ ma ‘come’ 
u- * 
mat ‘take’ 
wan ‘be’ 
instrument met ‘take’ 
veŋ ‘with’ 
=veŋ ‘with’ 
me ‘take’ medi ‘take’ 
on ‘use’ 
wii ‘use’ 
wii- ‘use’ 
puin ‘hold’ puin ‘hold’, 
mi- ‘in’ 
mat ‘take’ 
ma ‘come’ 
comitative veŋ ‘with’     -at ‘with’, 
-ra ‘with’ 
 pin ‘hold’ 
wan ‘be’  
u- 
location mi/ =mi ‘in’  
abuŋ ‘close’  
=veŋ ‘with’  
mi/ =mi/ mi- 
‘in’ taa ‘on’ 
wo, ii 
ming ‘in’ 
mi- ‘in’  
le- DIST 
ma/=ma/ 
ma- PROX 
li/=li/li- DIST 
mi ‘in’  
ta ‘on’ 
far ‘under’ 
mi ’in’ me’ ‘in’ 
wan ’be’  
u- 
allative -aŋ ‘to’  
=mi ‘in’ 
mi- ‘in’ le- DIST  -dea ’see’ lɛ/lɛ- DIST u- * wan ’be’ 
ma ‘come’ 
u- * 
ablative =mi ‘in’ 
 
   el- *  ma 
Other functions: Kamang me: CAUSEE, Wersing le-: CAUSE, Sawila dea-: STIMULUS, Teiwa u-: BENEFACTIVE 
  
 
The table shows that all languages in the sample have means of marking LOCATIONS, INSTRUMENTS, 
THEMES and ALLATIVES through (de-)verbal items. Three languages (Blagar, Adang, Teiwa) may also 
mark COMITATIVES and ABLATIVES.  
     For the marking of THEMES and INSTRUMENTS, most often actions verbs such as ‘take’, ‘hold’ and 
‘use’. Some form of ‘take’ is used as a THEME marker in all languages except Klon. This often involves 
an unaffected UNDERGOER argument in a transfer-event (e.g. ‘take X give/send/come Y’). ‘Take’-verbs 
are also often used for the marking of INSTRUMENTS, presumably because the handling of objects 
usually involves taking them. Because no language uses a ‘take’-verb for INSTRUMENT marking but not 
for THEME marking, I assume INSTRUMENT marking by means of ‘take’-verbs likely to be a functional 
expansion of their THEME marking. 
     In some languages there is also link between ALLATIVE/ABLATIVE marking and LOCATIONAL marking. In 
some cases different markers are used (e.g. in Adang), while in other cases it is clear that the marking 
of ALLATIVES and/or ABLATIVES is an extension of LOCATIVE marking, such as Blagar =mi and Kamang mi-. 
A look at the cognate ‘in’-items in Table (18) reveals that all but one reflex, the Klon applicative mi-, 
marks an NP for LOCATION. In a few cases, it may mark an NP for ALLATIVE or ABLATIVE. Since these 
involve movement from or towards a LOCATION, and since its original verbal form also always denotes 
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a LOCATION, we can assume that ABLATIVE/ALLATIVE marking is a functional extension of its LOCATIVE use. 
     Markers often develop functions beyond the introduction and marking of participants. Often this 
involves applicatives and INCORPS, and (in my data) never postpositions. According to Peterson 
(2007: 169-70), applicatives quite often develop idiosyncratic functions in later stages. Below some 
examples of these functions are given. We already saw that in a number of languages (e.g. Kamang, 
Adang) an applicative need not introduce a participant into the clause, but may mark a pre-existing 
argument for a certain role, typically ALLATIVE or LOCATION. This is most likely a functional extension, 
since the verbs these applicatives are derived from typically serve to introduce participants. Below 
some of the more idiosyncratic functions are discussed. 
     In Blagar an INCORP may denote an attenuating or delimiting effect of the event in question. This 
is shown in (171)-(173). Example (172) contains an event of stealing, which is delimited in (173) by 
the INCORP veŋ. In (171) the INCORP mi adds an attenuating effect to the event of being hit. 
 
(171)  ʔana  naiŋ mi bue 
  3SG.SBJ 1SG.OBJ in  hit 
  ‘She hit me (without serious intent)’     (Steinhauer 2014: 168) 
 
(172)  pi  ʔila boma guru ʔe  haŋi taʔavi  
  1PL.INCL.SBJ go old.man teacher 3SG.POSS chicken steal 
  ‘We went to steal the teacher’s chickens’    (Steinhauer 2014: 201) 
 
(173)  pi  ʔila boma guru ʔe  haŋi veŋ taʔavi  
  1PL.INCL.SBJ go old.man teacher 3SG.POSS chicken at steal 
  ‘We went to steal some of the teacher’s chickens’   (Steinhauer 2014: 201) 
 
In Sawila the applicative li- may also denote decreased effect. This is shown in (175), where li- implies 
that the banana was not completely eaten.  
 
(174)  maaka  itiina  na-nee  lee 
  banana ripe 1SG-consume  PFV 
  ’I have eaten up the banana’     (Kratochvíl 2014: 402) 
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(175)  maaka  itiina  li-na-nee 
  banana ripe APPL-1SG-consume 
  ’I ate a bit of the banana’      (Kratochvíl 2014: 402) 
 
The applicative ma-, on the other hand, denotes that an event exceeds the standard, as in (176), or 
has an increased effect, as shown in (177). 
 
(176)  nannu  ma-marung 
  1SG  APPL-small 
  ‘I am the smallest’      (Kratochvíl 2014: 401) 
 
(177)  laampuru  ma-ilo 
  lamp   APPL-bright 
  ‘The lamp is brighter/turned up’     (Kratochvíl 2014: 398)  
 
With some Sawila verbs, ma- may denote a sense of repetition. This can be seen in (179), where ma- 
implies rebuilding the house. 
   
(178)  nirra araasing ga-pi 
  1SG.AGT house 3-make 
  ’I build the house’       (Kratochvíl 2014: 399) 
 
(179)  nirra araasing ma-ga-pi 
  1SG.AGT house APPL-3-make 
  ’I rebuild the house’      (Kratochvíl 2014: 399) 
 
This is also the case for the Kamang applicative wo-. In (181) it is shown that wo- conveys a sense of 
repetition. 
 
(180)  na seb ga-tfa  ifa 
  1SG.AGT Seb  3.PAT-shoot dead 
  ‘I shot Seb dead’       (Schapper 2014b: 330) 
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(181)  na seb wo-ga-tfa ifa 
  1SG.AGT Seb  APPL-3.PAT-shoot dead 
  ‘I shot Seb again so that he was dead’    (Schapper 2014b: 331) 
 
Lastly, the multifunctional Klon applicative u- has also developed a number of idiosyncratic meanings, 
as mentioned in Section 3.2.7: g-uuh ‘hold her on hip’ u-g-uuh ‘hold her more on hip’ and g-ab ‘be 
close to him’ u-g-ab ‘dock’) (Baird 2008: 206f.).  
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4. CONCLUSIONS  
This section briefly summarises the results of both parts. First I deal with SVC functions, and then 
with participant-introducing verbs. 
  
With regard to SVC functions:  
All languages have directional/orientational and participant-adding SVCs. According to Aikhenvald 
(2006: 48), all serialising languages should have directional serialisation, and these are also most 
prevalent in all languages in the sample. As expected, they mostly involve movement verbs like ‘go 
up’ and ‘descend’. Most languages also have aspectual serialisation, while almost none have modal 
SVCs. While the origin of modal markers is often not clear, the absence of aspectual serialisation is 
often due to the grammaticalisation of verbs into aspect markers. This is also true for participant-
introducing verbs, which have often grammaticalised beyond the point of verbhood. So while 
Aikhenvald’s (2006) hierarchy does capture a tendency to display more common functions which is 
reflected in the data, it cannot account for stages of grammaticalisation in which verbs have become 
adpositions, INCORPS or applicatives. It would be interesting to investigate whether or not this 
hierarchy would fit the data better with other (family-specific) criteria for verbhood.  
     SVCs may express comparatives in one language in the sample (Adang), and even there the 
examples remain scarce. In none of the languages they are used as a complementation or valence-
decreasing device. The bottom part of Aikhenvald’s hierarchy, containing the rarer functions, fits the 
data better than the top half.   
     Conversely, there are a number of functions that are not included in Aikhenvald’s hierarchy. These 
include manner and resultative SVCs, which are asymmetrical in one verb modifying the other, but 
where both verbs typically come from an open class and, in the case of manner SVCs, are often 
indistinguishable from symmetrical simultaneous-action SVCs. Also absent from the hierarchy are the 
expression of conjunctions and mood found in Teiwa. While a line must be drawn somewhere as to 
the specificity of the functions that can reasonably be included, perhaps at least some of these 
deserve a place in a predictive, cross-linguistic hierarchy.  
     There is an asymmetry in which verb is the head of the SVC; in most SVCs in the sample, aspect is 
marked by V2s. This often results in the grammaticalisation of clause-final aspect markers and 
aspectual suffixes. Direction is also, more often than not, marked by V2s. By contrast, virtually all 
participant-adding verbs are V1s. This tends to result in INCORPS and verbal applicative prefixes, 
while postpositions cliticising to preceding nouns and adverbs are also attested. This asymmetry is 
unexpected, since languages usually maintain a certain order of head and dependent. As an 
explanation, I suggested that directions and aspect are more likely to be uttered as an afterthought 
(e.g. ‘I called out, staying’ or ‘the ball bounced, moving upwards’), later grammaticalising into 
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directional markers and aspect markers, whereas participant-introducing verbs are quite likely to be 
uttered before the main verb in a sequence of events (e.g. ‘he took a knife, (then) cut the fish’), to be 
re-interpreted as an adposition later. This would not explain, however, why this asymmetry is rarely 
attested cross-linguistically.  
 
With regard to participant-introducing (de-)verbs: 
In contrast to directional and aspectual SVCs, participant-introducing minor members are mostly V1s 
in the sample. This results in the grammaticalisation of verbs into INCORPS or applicative prefixes, 
and (bound) postpositions. The exceptions to this rule are scarce, and there is no language which has 
a systematic clause-final placement of participant-introducing verbs. There are, however, a few 
specific verbs that always occur in V2-positions.  
     The difference between postpositions and verbs is marginal in Alor-Pantar languages, and they are 
often only distinguishable by their ability to inflect. This led me to conclude that the term ‘light verb’ 
is not useful in this study; formally, light verbs, or defective verbs as I call them, are indistinguishable 
from adpositions. The extent to which grammaticalisation occurs varies greatly between languages: 
Teiwa has no adpositions but one applicative; Adang had no adpositions but a number of 
applicatives; Klon and Sawila have grammaticalisation in two directions along with full verbs; Wersing 
only has verbs and applicatives; Kamang has one defective verb and a number of (bound) 
postpositions and applicatives; Blagar has incorporated postpositions along with bound 
postpositions, and various auxiliary verbs and postpositions.  
     It is interesting to see that locational verbs tend to show a stronger degree of grammaticalisation 
than action verbs. That is, locational verbs lose their verbal properties more easily than action verbs. 
This might indicate that verbs that are inherently less verb-like in denoting relational states lend 
themselves to declassification better than other verbs. Further research will have to point out 
whether or not it is indeed true that some verbs retain their verbal properties more easily by virtue 
of being more ‘verby’ than others.  
     The grammaticalisation of verbs occurs in two directions, both within and across languages: on the 
one hand there are (i) de-verbs drawing towards and forming a syntactic unit with the V2, ultimately 
forming INCORPS and applicatives, and on the other hand there are (ii) de-verbs retaining the phrase 
they projected, grammaticalising into a postposition, ultimately projecting a PP. It is not clear what 
underlies these differences in grammaticalisation, but it seems locational verbs tend to draw to their 
nominal complement more than action verbs. This might, in part, be due to the fact that action verbs 
are often used as THEME markers in three-participant constructions, where the formation of 
applicatives is less expected, due to an intervening NP between both verbs. Another suggestion lies 
in the relation between a postpositional (de-)verb and its complement. As I showed, there is often a 
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difference in behaviour between INCORPS and applicatives on the one hand, and (bound) 
postpositions on the other; postpositions tend to denote relations that are directly and visibly 
pertaining to the complement, whereas INCORPS and applicatives denote more abstract relations, 
and often even develop idiosyncratic meanings. For example, in Sawila applicatives may denote a 
sense of repetition, increased effect and exceeding standards; in Kamang an applicative may denote 
that an event re-occurs or that an action is carried out repeatedly and in Blagar an INCORP may 
denote decreased effect or function as a quotative. By contrast, most postpositions have more 
predictable meanings. 
     All languages have (de-)verbs that introduce THEMES, INSTRUMENTS, LOCATIONS and ALLATIVES. Three 
languages may also introduce COMITATIVES and ABLATIVES. In addition to these, some other roles such 
as STIMULI and CAUSEES were found, mostly in only one language. In some cases a suggestion for the 
expansion of marking function could be made, such as the marking of ALLATIVES/ABLATIVES being a 
functional extension of LOCATION marking. In other cases, cognate markers have different functions. 
This points to independent development and productivity of participant-introducing SVCs in Alor-
Pantar languages. A few cognate items, mainly ‘in’ and ‘take’, persist throughout the sample. 
Arguably, these are also more generic than items with fewer reflexes such as ‘under’ or ‘use’, lending 
themselves particularly well to the introduction and marking of a variety of thematic roles. Their 
persistence may also be a remnant of an earlier, common proto-stage. 
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